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ABSTRACT

A constitutive creep model for frozen soil is an important component of cold regions

engineering and science. There are three fundamental problems remaining unsolved by the

existing creep models: (1) most of the existing models were developed from uniaxial creep

tests, and did not take into consideration the effects of hydrostatic stress and volume change

on the mechanical behaviour the soil, (2) most of the existing models utilized a time-

dependent creep rate, and ignored the fact that time is not an intrinsic cause of creep, (3) ttre

existing models treated frozen soil as a single-phase material, and were unable to represent

the interaction between the soil skeleton and the pore matrix.

This thesis is a development of a three dimensional strain-hardening, strain-softening,

creep model for frozen soil. The stress acting on the frozen soil is separated into a mean

normal stress which is associated with volumetric strain and a deviatoric stress which is

associated with shear strain and shear induced dilation. Both the mean normal stress and the

deviate stress are further separated into components carried by the soil skeleton and

components carried by the pore matrix. The creep rate of frozen soil is directly related to the

stress actually sustained by the ice matrix. As well, the model relates creep rate to the stress-

sftain state rather than to time makes it possible to accommodate stress changes during the

creep process more rationally and effectively than do the existing models.

The model was verified by comparing the predicted and measured creep curves from

both constant mean normal stress and constant cell pressure tiaxial creep tests, and the



results showed that the model can represent the creep behaviour fairly well.

The concept of using effective mean normal stresses and effective shear stresses in

frozen soils opens a new channel for investigating and modelling the mechanical behaviour

offrozen soil.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Pennafrost extends over a large portion of the Northern Hemisphere. Fig.1.1 shows

the distribution of permafrost in the north. It is seen from the figure that a large part of

Canada, Russia, and China and the whole of Alaska are covered by permafrost. The

population in these cold regions may not be very large, but the nafural resources underneath

pennafrost have received much attention from all over the world. As the world population

and the need for these natural resources increases, the exploitation of the cold region seems

inevitable. In order to develop the northern area effectively and cause as little damage as

possible to the environment of the area, people need to have a comprehensive ecological

understanding of the behaviour of permafrost. The mechanical properties of frozen soil is an

important aspect of this understanding.

1.1 THE CREEP BEHAVIOUR OF FROZEN SOIL AND THE STATEMENT OF

THE PROBLEM

From ¿ Í¡eçþaniss point of view, frozen soil is a particulate composite material

composed of four different components. They are the solid mineral and organic grains, pore

ice, unfrozen water and air voids. The most significant mechanical characteristic of frozen soil

is its time and temperature dependent stress-strain behaviour, which is usually called "creep".

The understanding of the creep behaviour of frozen soil is vital to the design of any structure

supported by naturally or artificially frozen ground.
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Both pore ice and unfrozen water are viscous media. When frozen soils are subjected

to stress, these viscous media deform constantly because of creep. The actual stress

distribution is extremely complicated and is constantly changing. A proper constitutive model

for the creep behaviour of frozen soil has long been a puzzle, and many researchers have tried

to solve it. From the methodology point of view, there are two basic approaches to modelling

creep behaviour of frozen soil. One is the physical theory which starts with the established

Iaws of physics by considering the directional migration of the molecules/atoms in a stress

field. The other is the engineering approach, which is usually called the phenomenological

theory, and is based on empirical correlations obtained from creep tests. The former approach

takes the micro-structure of the material into consideration, while the latter considers only the

macro effects. The former approach was found to be a very useful method in modetling the

creep behaviour of metals. For example, there is a well known theory of activation energy and

the creep models developed from this theory. The approach, however, was less successful

when applied to frozen soil due to the complexity of the material, and so instead, the latter

approach was widely adopted. In the development of the creep model in this thesis, the latter

approach will be used with the concept from the former approach employed as qualitative

guidance.

The following are shortcomings of existing creep models developed for frozen soils.

(A) Most of the existing models were developed from data obtained from uniaxial creep

tests, and did not take into consideration the effects of hydrostatic pressure and volume

change, even though experimental evidence (Chamberlain et. al., 1972; Sayles, 1973;
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Parameswaran, 1980;andDomaschuket. aL,l99I) showsthatbothof them playasignificant

role in the creep process. The models were extended to a general stress súain state using

equivalent stress and strain components under the assumption that the material is isotropic

and there is no volume change during creep.

(B) Most of the existing models use a time-dependent creep strain or strain rate. However,

time is not an intrinsic cause of creep, rather, it is the imposed stress state and the creep

properties of frozen soil that dictate the creep rates. The creep properties change with sfrain

and this change can not be rationally represented by time. Consequently, using time as the

variable makes it very difficult to incorporate any changes in applied stress during the creep

process.

(C) Most of the existing models treat the frozen soil as a single-phase material and ignore

the interaction between the soil skeleton and the ice matrix. However, the reason that frozen

soil creeps is because the sftess acting on the pore ice causes it to flow under stress.

Therefore the creep rate should be related to the stress actually sustained by the ice matrix

rather than to the total stress actins on the frozen soil.

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

(A) The primary obþctive of this thesis was to develop a strain-hardening, strain-softening

constitutive creep model for frozen soil. The proposed model difters from existing

constitutive models in two fundamental and unique respects. Firstly, the total stress is
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separated into a component canied by the soil skeleton and a component carried by the pore

ice. Moreover, the stress carried by the pore ice is further separated into an excess component

and a sustainable component. Secondly, whereas existing models relate defonnation to time,

in the proposed model deformation is related to the stress history and the existing stress-strain

state. The separation of stress into components carried by the soil particles and the pore ice

is a new concept in the mechanics of frozen soil, and the expression of creep rate as a function

ofprevailing strain makes it possible to compute creep strains under changing conditions of

applied stress.

As mentioned previously, the creep characteristics of a frozen soil are dominated by

the ice content. The ice content may vary from that of a dry soil to that of a material that is

predominantly ice with soil inclusions. [n the former case, the behaviour of the soil is basically

the same as an unfrozen soil while in the latter case, the behaviour is basicallv that of ice.

Most frozen soils lie between these two extremes and consist of all four phases: mineral

solids, ice, unfrozen water, and air. Because of ice segregation, air voids may exist in frozen

soil even though the overall degree of ice saturation exceeds 1007o. The air voids play an

important role in the creep behaviour of such soils in that they provide space into which pore

ice may flow thereby resulting in volume reduction and dissipation of excess pore ice stress.

The effects of the unfrozen pore water and the pore ice on the creep and strength behaviour

of the frozen soil are combined. That is, creep parameters and creep strengths are determined

experimentally and thus they include the combined effects of both components. The pore

matrix is simply referred to as pore ice since ice constitutes the major portion of the pore

matrix.
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The majority of the study was devoted to developing the theoretical constitutive creep

model. To make the theoretical model applicable to all real soils, the model would have to

be calibrated for a variety of soil types and a variety of soil temperatures. In this study, the

calibration of the model was limited to a single soil type and a single temperature. The soil

was a sand with a high degree of ice saturation and its temperature was -3'C. This was done

because these were the only suitable experimental data that were available for calibrating the

model. The data were taken from the triaxial compression creep tests that had been carried

out previously by Rahman (1988) in a related study. Generating new or additional

experimental creep data was beyond the scope of this thesis because of the inordinate amount

of additional time that would have been required.

(B) An overview of the contents of the thesis is given below.

Chapter 2 contains an extensive review of the existing literature on ice and frozen soil

mechanics.

Development and calibration of the model required experimental data on the

behaviour of the sand in an unfrozen state. Because such data were not available. a series of

triaxial compression tests on the sand were carried out by the writer. The details of the tests

and the results are presented in Chapter 3.

In developing the constitutive model, the state of stress and strain were separated into

volumetric and deviatoric components as presented by Domaschuk and Wade (1969) in their
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development of a constitutive model for sand. It is referred to as the K-G model. The creep

behaviour of frozen soilunder hydrostatic sfess was studied by constant mean normal stress

isotropic creep tests, and the creep behaviour under deviatoric stress was explored by

constant mean normal stress triaxial creep tests. The development of the component of the

constitutive equation dealing with a relationship between the mean norrnal stress and

associated volumefic creep strain is given in Chapter 4. The concept of a gener alizeÅ

effective mean nonnal stress is introduced and a relationship between the rate of volumetric

creep and the stress-strain state of the frozen sand is developed in the chapter.

The development of the component of the constitutive equation which relates

deviatoric or shear stresses with shear creep strains is given in Chapter 5. The development

required the following.

(a) Introducing the concept of an effictive shear stress and an excess ice shear stress for

frozen soil.

(b) Establishing a relationship between the effective mean normal stress, effective shear

sûess and shear strain.

(c) Establishing a relationship between the excess ice shear stress and the rate of shear

creep.

The two components of the constitutive equation were then coupled to provide a



generalized creep model. The predictive capability of the constitutive model was

examined by using it to predict some experimental triaxial creep data that had not been

in calibrating the model. The results are given in Chapter 6.

A concept fundamental to the constitutive model is that when ice is stressed, it can

move through a soil skeleton. To demonstrate this experimentally, two simple tests in which

ice was forced into a dry sand were conducted. These results are given in Chapter 7.

Conclusions and recommendations for further research are presented in Chapter 8.

8
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CHAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF MECIIANICAL BEHAVIOUR

OF ICE AND FROZEN SOIL

2.l INTRODUCTION

The complicated mechanical behaviour of ice and frozen soil has long been a subject

which attracted the interest of many engineers and scientists. The knowledge base of this issue

has been greatly broadened by their work. Research on the engineering behaviour of ice and

frozen soil was mainly promoted by the industrial development in the northern areas. As well,

the requirement for a national defence strategy stimulated research activity. Starting from the

early seventies, the development and exploitation of the north demanded by such industries

as petroleum and mining greatly accelerated the research on this subject, and a large amount

of research articles were published during the seventies and the eighties. The research

activities gradually decreased towards the beginning of the nineties because the pace of the

industrial development in the north slowed down.

This chapter discusses the current knowledge of the mechanical behaviour of ice and

frozen soil. The discussion focuses on the advances made since the eiehties.

2.2II',IECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF ICE
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Ice is a major component of frozen soil. The mechanical behaviour of frozen soil is

largely dictated by the behaviour of the pore ice, and therefore a summary of the behaviour

of ice is appropriate before reviewing frozen soil.

From a mechanics point of view, ice is a non-linear, anisotropic, temperature and time-

dependent material. It is impractical to model this type of material without making

simplifications, but the simplifications should be made upon a good understanding of the

behaviour of the real material. The temperature and time-dependent defonnation behaviour,

or creep as it is usually called, is the most significant mechanical characteristic of ice. Under

the temperature and stress levels usually encountered in civil engineering practice, the major

portion of ttre deformation of ice occurs in the form of creep, therefore the discussion in this

section will focus on the this aspect.

2.2.lPhysical Properties of Ice

Depending on temperature and pressure at phase change, different types of ice having

different arrangements of oxygen and hydrogen atoms may be formed. Fig.2.l shows a phase

diagram of ice. There are nine diflerent types of ice as shown in the figure. However, the most

common type of ice usually encountered in nature is the Ih type of ice. A detailed description

of the microstructure of the Ih ice was given by Mellor (Ig7g). Since almost all the pore ice

found in frozen soil is of Ih type, the discussion on ice hereafter refers to this type of ice. The

following two physical properties have significant effects on the engineering behaviour of ice.
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(f) The density and latent heat of fusion

The density of ice, at 0"C, is about 0.917 Mg/m3 and its latent heat of fusion is about

79.6 caUg. These two physical characteristics affect the thermodynamic equilibrium, mass

migration and the volume change during the freezing and thawing of ice. Since the density of

ice is different from that of water, the density and the structure of soil may be changed when

pore water tums into pore ice.

(2) The anisotropy of ice

Monocrystal ice is anisotropic. The basal plane is usually the glide plane of the crystal

lattice. According to Mellor (1919), a shear stress applied parallel to a basal plane produces

a shear strain rate of about two orders of magnitude higher than that resulting from shear

normal to the basal plane. This anisotropy increases the difñculty in mathematical modelling.

Fortunately, natural ice usually exists in an polycrystalline form, and the axes of crystals in

polycrystalline ice are randomly oriented. Therefore, when the size of a test specimen or

control volume is large compared to the size of ice grains and crystals, polycrystalline ice may

be treated as an isotropic material. It should be noted that úeating polycrystalline ice as an

isoúopic material is an approximation which is valid only when microstructural stress and

strain are not concerned. 'Whenever 
microstructural stress and strain are considered, the

anisotropy of the ice structure should be taken into consideration. For example, Sunder and

Wu ( 1990a) suggested that the elastic anisofropy of the ice crystal was the direct cause of

crack nucleation in polycrystalline ice. It is generally agreed that pore ice in frozen soil is in

polycrystalline form.
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2.2.2 DeformatÍon of Ice

(1) Instantaneous Deformation

Like most solid materials, ice, upon application of a stess, shows an instantaneous

defor¡nation. For small stresses, the instantaneous deformation is an elastic response. Sinha

(1989a) studied the elasticity of several natural types of polycrystalline ice, and concluded that

" the elastic properties of various types of ice, in spite of large differences in fabric, are very

similar at a constant temperature.". Fig.2.2 shows the results of the measured Young's

modulus, E, rigidity (shear) modulus, G, and poisson's ratio, p, of ice versus temperature.
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Fig.2.2lnstantaneous Young's modulus, E, rigidity modulus, G, and

Poisson's ratio of ice versus temperature. (After Sinha, 1989a)
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It is seen from the figure that the variation of E, G and p due to temperature is not significant.

The change of E'value due to 50"C of temperature change is only about 6Vo.The change of

E, G, and p, compared with changes in creep properties caused by the same temperature

change, is negligible. Furthermore, the instantaneous deformation constitutes only a very

small part of the total deformation for stess levels and time durations normally encountered

in civil engineering practice (Mellor, 1979; Sayles, 1988). Therefore, ice may be treated as

an isoûopic linear material in the analysis of instantaneous deformation.

(2) Creep of Polycrystalline Ice

Experimental evidence from many sources shows that polycrystalline ice under a

constant deviatoric stess and at a given temperature exhibits the classical three stages of

creep; primary, secondary, and tertiary creep as shown in Fig.2.3 (Mellor, 1979).It should

be noted that whether all three creep stages occur depends on the stress level and

temperafure.

-
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Fig.23 A typical creep curve for polycrystalline ice. (after Mellor, 1979)
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Ice is a crystalline material which, from a microstructural point of view, is similar to

metals. Therefore the creep mechanism of ice is similar to that of metals. Sinha (19S9b)

compared the creep behaviour of ice and steel, and found similarities between the two. Creep

is the global effect of the atoms/molecules'directional migration caused by extemally applied

stress. Temperature and stress are the two key factors affecting the creep process. It is well

known that atoms/molecules are randomly vibrating around their equilibrium positions. From

a physics point of view, every atom/molecule has its own free energy. The higher the

temperature, the higher the free energy, and higher the free energy, the greater the amplitude

of the vibration. The majority of the atoms/molecules in a solid body can only vibrate around

their equilibrium positions because they do not have enough energy to leap over the energy

barrier. Increasing the temperature increases their ability to overcome the energy barrier and

move into new equilibrium positions. If the temperature is sufficiently high, the majority of

atoms/molecules start to break away from their equilibrium positions and become free

atoms/molecules, and the material then changes from its solid state into its liquid or gaseous

state.

When ice is subþted to a stress, a stress field is established on the body. The random

vibration of atoms/molecules is subjected to intervention of the stress field, and work done

by the stress in the movements of atoms/molecules increases the amplitude of the vibration

in the direction of the stress. If the stress level is high enough, some atoms/molecules will be

able to leap over their energy barriers and move to new equilibrium positions. The global

effect of this directional migration of atoms/molecules under stress constitutes the creep

deformation. The temperature dictates the overall ability of the atoms/molecules to overcome
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the energy barrier, while the stress helps them to move directionally.

The microstructure of polycryst¿lline ice also has an effect on the creep behaviour.

Polycrystalline ice is composed of monocrystal ice grains. Each ice grain is composed of a

certain number of ice crystals which are arranged in a uniform lattice and their basal planes

and c-axes have the same orient¿tion. In polycrystalline ice, the axes of ice monocrystals

(grains) are usually oriented randomly, therefore poþrystalline ice is usually macroscopically

"isotropic". Depending on temperature and stess level, creep takes place in fonns of

boundary or volume diffi.¡sion, dislocation gliding or climbing, grain boundary sliding, or

micro-crack propagation etc.. Shoji and Higashi (1978) and Evans and Bilshire (1935)

proposed, as shown nFig.2.4, that volume diffusion occurs at high homologous temperatures

and low shess levels, while dislocation creep occurs at a higher level of stess. When stress

is further increased, microcracking starts, and dislocation creep is accompanied by microcrack

propagation. The definitions and descriptions of such terrns as difülsion, dislocation and grain

boundary etc., may be found in Evans and Bilshire (1985) and Cadek (1988). Mclean (1951)

and Chadwich and Smith (1976) studied the structure and properties of grain boundary of

metals, while Sinha (1979) studied the grain-boundary sliding of polycrystalline ice. Sinha

(1984,1989c) and Sunder and Wu (1990) discussed the effects of microcracks on the creep

process of poþrystalline ice, and presented mathematical models for creep of ice. Their work

will be further discussed in subsequent sections. Cole (1986, 1988, 1989) studied the

nucleation of microcracks in polycrystalline ice, and evaluated the effect of the grain size,

stress and temperature on the cracking process.
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Generally, there is more than one mechanism involved in the creep process of

polycrystalline ice at a given time, However, for a given range of stress and temperafure,

usually one mechanism is dominant while the others play less important roles. Since different

tnsçþanism needed to be modelled by different laws, it is difficult to establish a universal creep

model which can accommodate a full stress and temperature regime. That is one of the

reasons why there are so many creep models.

2.2.3 Creep Models for Polycrystalline Ice

Various theories have been presented by researchers in the past to model the creep

behaviour of ice. From a methodology point of view, there are two categories of models. One

is comprised of stochastic models which are developed from established concepts of

thermodynamics, and the other is comprised of phenomenological models which are

developed by summarizing experimental data and using empirical correlations to represent the

data. The models may be one, two or three-dimensional models. Creep models are also

classified sometimes according to the creep stages for which the models are valid. Most of

the creep models presented by researchers in the past provided a solution in the form of a

time-dependent creep strain or creep strain rate for a given range of stresses and

temperatures. They were usually expressed in a l-D form. It is not the writer's intention to

list all the creep equations presented in the past, but to present some typical models in each

category.

A typical creep model developed on the basis of thermodynamics was presented by
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Gold (1973). The steady-state creep strain rate, è , was related to stress, ø, temperattre, T,

and activation energy, Ë, as

è=conqcp+) (2.r)

where n and c are constants to be determined experimentally, and R is the universal gas

constant (S.31 JfK mole). This model was a typical application of the Theory of Rate Process

presented by Eyring (i936). The model incorporated both stless and temperature effects in

a simple equation. It is easy to use and easy to understand. However, the behaviour of ice is

more complicated than that described by (2.1). The equation is only valid for steady state

creep, and it made no attempt to accommodate multi-dimensional stress-strain states. From

an engineering point of view, this model is subject to another inconvenience since the

activation energy is not a quantity which is usually measured in engineering practice.

Weertman (1973) summarized the values of parametet, n, ?nd activation energy, E, reported

by various researchers and found that both of them were subject to large scatter. Actually, it

is difñcult to detetmine the activation energy for frozen soils since they are multi-phase

materials.

The theory of Rate Process was also applied to develop creep models for other

materials such as clay (Pusch, 19J9, 1980), frozen soil (Andersland and Akili, 1967), and

bitumen (Herrin and Jones, 1963) etc. It is widely used in the study of the creep behaviour

of metals.

Generally, the stochastic models have a theoretical base, but they lack capability in
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accommodating the complexity of materials ærd the stress-strain states. Even though these

types of models are not very successful in civil engineering practice, they do, however,

provide a useful guidance for developing other types of models, such as the empirical models,

which will be discussed below.

Assur (1979) proposed an semi- empirical creep model which related the rate of creep

strain, è , to stress, o, aÍrd time, /, as:

è=A sinht 

;) 
'(+)'"-(i)

(2.2)

where A, os, and P are constants depending on stress, temperature and the material

properties, while r,,, is the time taken to reach the minimum creep rate. This is a simple 1-D,

time-hardening model which takes no consideration of súess and temperature changes during

the creep process into account.

Hult (1966) proposed a power law model for primary creep which related the creep

strain, e., to stress, o, and time, /, as

E"= K oo tb (2.3)

where K, a, b, are constants to be determined experimentally. Murat et. al. (1986) used this

model to analyze the stress redistribution around a pressuremeter borehole. Azizi (1989)

calibrated this model using data from uniaxial creep tests on ice. The model uses a time-

hardening law and is only valid when materials are in a primary creep stage. By setting å=1,
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the equation is able to model secondary creep provided that parameters K and a are calibrated

using test data from secondary creep.

Le Gac and Duval (1979) proposed a visco-plastic model which started from the

classical theory of non-linear viscosity. The strain rate, é .., was related to deviatoric stress,
tl

r',¡,by a viscosity coefficient, 4, as

(2.4)

where B and n are constants depending on temperature and r is the equivalent shear stress

defined by:

_l
¿..= 

u ii= ö"n-1"1 
.

"2rl 2q

"'=!- 
f;r,t ¡22?" " 

''

By inhoducing a tensor state parameter, s,,, and a stress deviator,

o*, a creep equation was given as:

(..=
U

(2.s)

o'r, and a scalar variable

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

and

è.,r= 0 il r*<o*

where B'is a constant and r* may be expressed as
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(2.7)

This visco-plastic model may be used in analysis of both creep and relaxation. The model was

further modified by Sunder and V/u (1990b). The effect of elastic isotropy and microcrack

propagation was incorporated into the model. However, the model was fi¡rther complicated

by the modification, and more internal variables were introduced into the model. This is a

powerful model provided the material behaves in accordance with the assumptions made in

the model. One of the shortcomings which makes the model difficult to use in engineering

practice, lies in that ice and many other engineering materials are not ideal visco-plastic

materials, and their mechanical behaviour does not always follow a fixed law of viscosity.

Specifically, the pararneters, n and B' n(2.6a) may depend on stress and strain state. Besides,

the model does not consider volume changes during the creep process.

As discussed in the previous section, the creep mechanism depends not on-ly on

temperature, but also on stress level and the rate of creep. When súess and creep rate are low,

the crack activity in ice is not significant, and creep takes place mainly in forms of diffusion,

dislocation or grain-boundary sliding. As stress level increases, so does the creep rate, and the

microcracking mechanism becomes more and more dominant. Sinha (1988, 1989b) presented

a non-linear viscoelastic creep equation for polycrystalline material. The equation

incorporated the effect of microcracking, and it was expressed as

Ðþ'u- s,, )'
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-\tln)at
(2.8)

where €, €u2 €¿ and eu are respectively: the total axial, the elastic, the delayed elastic and the

viscous strains, E is the Young's modulus, ø is the axial stress, / is time, and c1, d1, d, s, a7,

b, èro, 06, tL and N are constants to be determined experimentally. The parameter N was

defined as crack density and was expressed as a function of grain-boundary sliding

displacement. This model is still a l-D time-hardening model. However, it takes the effect of

crack activity into consideration, therefore it is able to accommodate high stress levels and

high creep rates.

2.2.4 Strength of Polycrystalline Ice

Ice is a material which takes different failure modes under different sftess and strain

conditions. When the stress level and strain rate are high, ice fails in a brittle mode and shows

aclear peak stress, while under low stresses and strain rates, it continues to deform without

an explicit failure state. Therefore, the strength of polycrystalline ice is closely interrelated

with its deformation and its rate of defonnation. The sfrength of ice is affected by many

factors which include the rate of deformation, the temperature, the hydrostatic pressure, the

structure or fabric orientation, the grain size, the salinity etc. The effect of some of these

factors will be discussed below.

t

É",(!'o ao
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The short-term strengttr of ice is usually investigated by constant strain rate tests. It

is well known that the strength of ice increases with increasing strain rate and decreasing

temperature (Gold and Krausz I97I;Hawkes and Mellor, 1972; Si¡f¡ra,1978; Mellor, 1979;

Gold and Sinha, 1979; Mellor and Cole, t982 etc.). Strain rate is one of the factors which

dictate the failure mechanisms of ice. Kalifa et. al. (1992) performed uniaxial and fiaxial tests

on polycrystalline ice at -10"C, and studied the effect of microcracking on failure. The

influence of confining pressure and strain rate on the shear strength of ice was summarized

as shown in Fig.2.5. It is seen from the figure ttrat under a constant confining pressure, the

peak shear stress increases with increasing strain rate, while under a given strain rate, the

shear strength increases with increasing confining pressure until the confining pressure reaches

about 8 MPa for the fne-grained ice and about 6 MPa for the coarse-grained ice. Further

increases of confining pressure have little effect on the shear strength of ice. These threshold

sftess levels depend on the temperature of ice. V/ith a decrease in temperature, there is an

increase in the threshold stress levels. The earlier studies presented by Sinha (1988), Sinha

(1989c), and Sunder and'Wu (1990) showed similar results.

Rist and Murrell (1994) presented experimental data from a series of constant strain-

rate triaxial tests on polycrystalline ice. Their research focused on the strength behaviour of

ice under high stress (confining pressure up to 50 MPa), low temperature ( -20"C to -40"C

), and high strain rate ( 10-2 to 10-s l/s ). The effect of confining pressure on failure mode and
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shear stength is shown in Fig.2.6. [t is seen from the figure that cracking activity increases

with increasing strain rate and shows some decrease with increasing confining pressure,

especially for the case of high strain rate. As expected, confining pressure has a significant

effect on the peak shear strength.

BRITTLE

, FAILURE
I
I
I DENSE CRACKING //
I
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I
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Fig.2.6lce-shength and failure mode versus confining pressure at-20"C.
Solid slmbols denotes brittle-shea¡ fracture; others a¡e ductile failures.
Strainnrte: o- l0'2s'r; tr- l0-3s-r; Â:10as-r; O - l0-5s-¡.(AfterRist
and Murrel, 1994)

The other aspect of the strength of ice is is long-term stength. The term "ultimate

state'r is referred to as a state at which creep of ice has ceased or the rate of creep is small

enough so that the deformation is negligible. As discussed:rr-2.2.2(2), the fundamental cause

of creep of poþrystalline material is the directional migration of atoms/molecules of the

material with the help of súess. For a given temperature, there is an associated stress level

that is required to maintain the migration. This gives rise to the concept of a threshold stress
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or ultimate strength. Stresses lower than the threshold level cannot maintain the migration and

therefore creep ceases. This process is synonymous with attenuating creep. Further

experimental investigation of the ultimate strength of ice is needed.

The long-tenn strength of polycrystalline ice is usually investigated by creep tests.

Failure is usually defined as the onset of tertiary creep which corresponds to the point of the

minimum creep rate in a constant stress, constant temperafure creep test. Since creep tests

on ice under low stresses are very time-consuming, the long-term strength of ice has not been

well explored. Mellor (1979) presented data showing a relationship between stress and

minimum strain rate based on the results from uniaxial compression and tension tests on

poþrystalline ice at -7"C as shown nEig.2.7. The long-tenn strength of ice may be estimated

from these data.

The tenn I'strength' discussed above is limited to compressive strength or shear

strength. The tensile sfrength of ice differs somewhat in characteristics. Mellor (1979)

reported that the tensile strength of ice is insensitive to changes in strain rate. Ladanyi (1981)

suggested that the tensile strength is also insensitive to changes in temperature when the strain

rate is high. However, Hawkes and Mellor (1972) proposed that when strain rate is low, both

the strength and the deformation of ice in a tensile stress state are greatly affected by its creep

behaviour. They suggested that the creep of ice in tension is more or less the same as that in

compression. The data given in Fig.2.7 support their suggestion. It is seen from the fîgure that

the line representing the tension test data merged into the line representing the compressive

test data when strain rate was lower than about 10-6 l/s.
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2.3 MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF FROZEN SOIL

The mechanical behaviour of frozen soil depends mainly on two aspects of the

properties of the soil. One is the physical aspect of the soil which includes the structural fabric

of soil grain-ice mixtures, and the respective properties of each. The other is the temperature

of the soil. The effect of soil composition on the behaviour of frozen soil has not been

extensively documented. The majority of experimental studies were performed on frozen

sand, such as those of, Goughnour and Andersland (1968), Sayles (1973), Ting et al. (1983),

Z}'tuet al. (1988), and Domaschuk et al. (1991). Haynes and Karalius (1977), Haynes (1978),

Domaschuk et al. (1983) andZlitu and Carbee (1933) studied the creep behaviour of frozen

silt. Andersland and Akiti (1967), Bourbonnais and Ladanyi (1985b), and Wijeweera and

Joshi (1990,1991) studied frozen clays. Besides soil composition, particle shape and the

physicochemical nature of their surfaces also affects the behaviour of frozen soil. Different

kinds of minerals carry different cations or ions on their surface, and thus have different

electrochemical bonding forces between the soil particles and the water molecules

surrounding them. The electochemical bond dictates the thickness of the unfrozen water

layer which in tum affects the mechanical behaviour of the frozen soil. Particle shape directly

affects the microscopic stress field around soil particles (Tsytovich,1975). He proposed that

an extemal stress of 200 kPa could cause an internal stress of as high as ll7 MPa at the

points of contact of ice and particles. This high level of stress exerts an influence on the creep

process offrozen soil.

2.3.1 SoiUIce Concentration and Classifîcation of Frozen Soil
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Most of the previous studies on the mechanical behaviour of frozen soil were carried

out on uniform soil-ice mixfures or homogeneous frozen soils. Based on soil grain

concentration, Weaver (1979) classif,red ftozen soil into four different types. Type one was

called dirty ice which is ice with a very low soil concentration and a bulk density between 0.9

to i.0 Mgmt. Type two called very dirty ice has a bulk density between 1.0 and 1.7 Mglm3.

The characteristic of this type of frozen soil is that it has a significant soil concentration but

few particle to particle contacts. Type three called ice-poor frozen soil refers to a saturated

dense frozen soil with a bulk density between 1.7 and 2.0 Mglm3 . The particle to particle

contacts of this type of frozen soil are well established. Type four called ice-rich frozen soil

refers to a frozen soil with a high level of ice segregation. The segregated ice is distributed

in the frozen soil quite uniformly and therefore the frozen soil may be treated as a

homogeneous material from a macroscopic point of view. All four types of frozen soil are

essentially saturated. There are also unsaturated frozen soils which in an extreme situation

may be a dry soil at below zero temperatures.

2.3.2 Strength and Deformation of Frozen Soil

The strength and deformation of frozen soil are affected by many factors, such as the

properties of the soil itself, the temperature, the magninrde of strain or stress, the rate of

strain or stress application, and the degree of confnement. Since the strength and deformation

of frozen soil are closely intenelated, they will be discussed together in the following sections.

(1) The Source of Shear Strength of Frozen Soil

Ting et al. (1983) summarized the work by Goughnour and Andersland (1968),
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Andersland and AINouri (1970), Chamberlain et al. (1972), Hooke etal. (1972), Alkire and

Andersland (1973), Rein et al. (1975), Smith and Cheathan (1975), and Ting (1981), and

proposed a mechanism map for unconfined compressive strength of frozen Ottawa sand as

shown in Fig.2.8. According to Ting et al. (1983), the strength of frozen sand has the

following four sources: (1) ice strength and strengthening due to interaction with soil, (2) soil

strength, (3) dilatancy effects, and (a) sfuctural hinderance between the soil and the ice

matix. These four sources may be combined into two. One is the strength of ice which

confibutes to the strength of frozen soil in a similar way to the cohesion of cohesive unfrozen

soils. The "strengthening due to interaction with soil" may be explained by the different grain

size and different arrangements of ice crystals or ice grains in pore ice from that in bulk ice.
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The hindering effect of soil particles on the formation of slip surfaces in pore ice may also

contribute to the increase in strength in pore ice. Therefore, pore ice is usually súonger than

bulk ice at the same temperature. The other source of strength is the interparticle friction and

particle interlocking provided by the soil skeleton, which depends on soil properties and the

effective confinement of the soil. The dilatancy effect mentioned by Ting et al. (1983) may

be taken as a part of this source. The effective confinement acting on the soil skeleton

includes both the extemaþ applied confining pressure and the intemal confinement provided

by the ice matrix (Ladanyi and Morel, 1990). The two sources of strength may be combined

into a Mohr-Coulomb type of strength criteria for unfrozen soil as:

r r+rro f tan6f (2.e)

where subscript/stands for frozen soil, crrepresents the strength provided by pore ice,

tanQi represents the contribution from inter-particle friction, r/ is the shear stren gth, and, oi

is the effective normal sftess acting on the skeleton of fi'ozen soil, which includes both

extemal and internal confinements.

(2) Factors Affecting Strength and Deformation

(a) Soil Concentration

According to Goughnour and Andersland, 1968; and Hooke et al. 1972. very low

concentrations of soil grains in ice had a weakening effect on the ice. When the soil particle

concentration was about I to 37o by volume, the frozen soil (slightly dirty ice) deformed at

a slþhtlyhigher rate than did the clear ice under the same stress and temperature. When soil
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concentration was gradually increased, the soil particles showed a sftengthening effect on the

ice. The higher the soil concentration, the higher the snength (Goughnour and Andersland,

1968;Hooke etaL,1972; and Baher,1979). Soil concentration also affects the deformation

and the failure modes of frozen soil. Sayles and Carbee (1981) showed that as soil

concentration increases, the failure mode gradually changes from brittle failure at small sû'ains

to more ductile failure at larger sfains. Ting et al.(1983) proposed a mechanism map for a

frozen fine sand in uniaxial compressive creep tests as shown nFig.2.9. The map was

constructed using data from unconfined compressive creep tests at a given stess level and a

given temperature. The figure shows that the creep rate decreases with increasing sand

concentration.
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(b) Temperature

It is well known that decreasing the temperature increases the strength and decreases

the creep rate of frozen soil, and this is irrespective of soil types. This observation is

supported by the experimental data presented by such researchers as Andersland and Akili

(1967), sayles (1968), Haynes and Karalius (1977), Haynes (1978), sayles (1988), wijeweera

and Joshi (1990) etc. However, when the temperature is very low, different types of frozen

soils behaves differently. Bourbonnais and Ladanyi (1985a, 1985b) studied the behaviour of

frozen soil under very low temperatures (down to -160"C). Fig.2.10 shows the dependence

of the uniaxial compressive strength on temperature. The figure shows that the sftength of

Aozen sand increases with decreasing temperature until about -110"C. A further decrease in

temperature causes the strength to decrease. The authors suggested that thermal

microcracking during cooling, which was caused by the mismatch of thermal expansion

between sand grains and pore ice, was the cause of this phenomenon. It is also interesting to

see from the figure that at higher temperatures, for example higher than about -80"C, the

strength of frozen sand was higher than that of frozen clay. However, when temperatures

dropped further down to about -100"C to -110"C, the strength of frozen clay became much

higher than that of frozen sand. Besides the effect of thennal microcracking suggested by the

authors, lack of plasticity in frozen sand at very low temperature may also be a reason for this

behaviour.

(c) Strain Rate

The effect of sftain rate on strength of frozen soil has been investigated by Sayles

(1973), Perkins and Ruedrich (1973,1974), Parameswaran (1980), Haynes etal. (1975),
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Haynes and Karalius (1977), Bragg and Andersland (1980) ,Zitu and,Carbee (1984), and Zhu

et al. (1988). It was found that the compressive or shear strength of frozen soil increases

significantly with increasing strain rate, while the tensile strength increases with increasing

stain rate only when the sftain rate is low. For high snain rates, the specimen under tensile

stress fails at small sftains, and the sfrength is virtually independent of strain rate.

Saain rate also affects the failure mode of frozen soil. By summarizing the test results

from Perkins and Ruednch (1973,1974), paramesyy¿¡an (19g0) and their own data, Bragg

and Andersland (i980) presented a relationship between failure strain and shain rate for

frozen sand as shown in Fig.2.1 l. This work cleared up the misconception that failu¡e strain

of tozen sand was always close to l%o.Itis seen from the figure that the small failure strain

of about l7o is associated with high strain rates and a brittle failure mode. Horryever, when the

strain rate is low, the failure mode is ductile, and the failure sftain is between 4 to TVo.It

should be noted that the data shown in Fig.2.l1 were obtained from uniaxial tests. The failure

stain may be even higher when frozen soil is subjected to confining stresses.
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Fig.2.11 Failure shain versus strain rate relationship for a frozen sand in
uniaxial compression tests at different temperatures. (After Bragg and
Andersland, 1980)
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(d) Confining Pressure

The effect of confining pressure on the deformation and strength of frozen soil has

been studied by Chamberlain et al. (1972), Sayles (1973), Alkire and Andersland (1973),

Jones and Parameswaran (1983), Rahman (i988), and Domaschuk et al. (1991). Confining

pressure has a more significant effect on coarse-grained frozen soil with higher soil

concentrations than on fine-grained soil with lower soil concentrations. Fig.2.12 provides an

overall view of the effect of confining pressure. It is seen from the figure that, firstly, the
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effect of confining pressure has a more significant effect on frozen sand (OWS) than on frozen

glacial till (U/LT), and secondly, for a given frozen soil at a given strain rate, the shear

stength increases with increasing confining pressure in Region I, decreases in Region II, and

increases again in Region III. In Region I, the increase in shear strength with increasing

confining pressure was mainly due to interparticle friction and particle interlocking. The

coarse-grained frozen Ottawa sand was able to develop significant interparticle friction and

interlocking, therefore its shear strength increased with increasing confining pressure

significantly, while the fÏne-grained frozen till could not generate very much friction and

interlocking, and therefore confining pressure had very little effect on it. In Region II, the

shear strength decreased with increasing confining pressure. This was because the increasing

confning pressure caused pressure melting, therefore weakened the bond between ice and soil

particles and among ice grains. Another possible reason was that the increasing unfrozen

water content increased pore water pressure, and resulted in a decrease in effective mean

normal stress. In Region III, since the confining pressure was so high that the majority of pore

ice tumed into water, and since the system did not allow the water to drain, the shear strength

was reduced to approximately the undrained shear sûength of the soil in an unfrozen state.

This research mainly focused on the strength of frozen soil under very high stress levels.

These stress-strain conditions are not usually encountered in engineering practice. The

research, however, provided a global picfure of the effect of confining pressure on the

strength of frozen soil.

2.3.3 Constitutive Equations of Frozen Soil

The previous section discussed the factors which influence the mechanical behaviour
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of frozen soils. In order to apply that knowledge to engineering practice, mathematical

expressions which represent the influence of those factors on the strength and deformation

of frozen soil had to be established. Since the behaviour of frozen soil is complicated, at the

present time there is no single constitutive model able to represent all aspects of the

mechanical behaviour of the soil. It is common practice that the strength is represented by one

set of empirical equations, while the deformation is represented by another set of equations,

and the compatibility between the two sets of equations is not well established. Since the

deformation of frozen soil under the stress-strain and temperature conditions usually

encountered in engineering practice takes place mainly in the form of creep, the majority of

constitutive equations for frozen soil focus on the creep deformation and time-dependent

strength. This is the topic that will be discussed in the following sections.

2.3.3.1Creep Strength of Frozen Soil

Creep strength of frozen soil is usually defined as the maximum stress that the soil can

sustain in a finite period of time without failure. When dealing with experimental data, failure

is usually referred to as the onset of tertiary creep in constant stress creep tests or the

attainment of peak resisúance in constant strain rate tests. In constant strain rate tests, the

peak resistance can be easily identified. In constant stress creep tests, the long-term strength

of frozen soil may be determined as shown in Fig.2.13. For a given frozen soil at a given

temperature, creep tests were perfonned with different stress level, o', a", o"', and a time

to failure (the point of minimum strain rate) was obtained for each stress level (Fig.2.l3a).

Strength-time plot can then be produced as shown in Fig.2.13b with the instantaneous

strength, oi,,,t, ãtrd the ultimate strength, ult o17, determined by extrapolation.
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Fig.2.13 Plotting of long-terrn stength graph for frozen soil from
su stained-creep curves. (After Tsytovich, I97 5)

Vialov (1959) proposed that the creep strength of frozen soil be expressed as

of=
t.

lnt
B

(2.r1)

where þ arrdB are parameters depending on soil properties and temperature, p having units

of stess and B having units of time. The parameters orand trare the creep strength and the

associated time taken to reach failure respectively.Fig.2.I4 shows a comparison by Sayles

(1988) between his measured time-dependent uniaxial compressive strengths and that

predicted by (2.11). It is seen from the figure that the equation fairly fitted the experimental

data.

F;q.(2.11) was proposed on the basis of uniaxial creep tests. There were attempts to

use it in predicting the shear súength of frozen soil under triaxial stress states. Sayles (1913)

conducted triaxial tests on frozen Ottawa sand and compared the measured creep
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súength of the sand with that predicted by (2.1I) as shown in Fig.2. I 5. The figure shows that

the shear creep strength, (o, - or)^u, increases with increasing confining pressure. The

equation represented the shear strength quite well for the two cases with the higher ø, values

but not as well for the case of the lowest ø,.
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Fig.2.15 Creep stength versus time to failure for frozen Ottawa sand.
(After Sayles, 1973)

Sayles (1973) proposed that t'the long-term, ultimate creep stengths of frozen sands

can be estimated by drained triaxial tests on sand under the same stress conditions and unit

weights as those of the in situ material't. He suggested that Mohr-Coulomb strength criteria

be used for frozen sand.

t= c+ootønþ (2.r2)
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where c is unit cohesion, ø,, is normal stress, and ø is the angle of internal friction for the

sand. Fig.2.16d shows Mohr-Coulomb sfrength envelopes for different times based on

constant strain rate triaxial tests performed on frozen Ottawa sand by Sayles (1973). No

quantitative conclusion was drawn from the limited data. This work was an attempt to use

Mohr-Coulomb criteria for the long-term strength of frozen soil.

Ladanyi (1972) suggested that the relationship between time to failure, tn and the

applied stress, ø, be expressed by a power function as

è 
"(o/a )"

(2.r3)

where et is the failure strain, è 
", 

o., and n are parameters depending on the soil properties

and temperature. This equation may rewritten as

(2.r4)

where ø/represents the creep strength of frozen soil. Eq.(2.14) is simil ar to (2.11) except that

a power function is used n (2.I4), while a logarithmic function is used n (2.11). Both of

them are empirical equations. Eq.(z.I$ is applicable to ice-rich frozen soil in the stress and

temperature range where secondary creep dominates the deformation. It usually produces

poor prediction in other situations.
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Fish (1983, 1987), Ting (1983), and Gardner et al. (1984) studied the shape of

creep curves, and suggested that the sffain, strain rate and time to the point of inflection are

the key parameters for characterizing a creep curve. Fish (1983, 1985) proposed a

relationship between the time to the point of minimum súain rate, t,,,, and the applied stress,

o, AS

(2.rs)

where r, is the mean duration of the "settled life" of an elementary particle in position of

equilibrium (Frenkel, 1946), and oo is the stress that causes failure at time to, whrle m is a

parameter depending on soil properties and temperature. Eq.(2.15) is essentially the same as

(2.13) except that the parameters in (2.15) are given physical interpretations while that in

(2.I3) are not. Eq.(2.15) can only be used in cases where tertiary creep occurs. Similar form

of equations has been used by Sayles and Haines (I974), Tsytovich (1975), and Zhu and

Carbee (1987).

Wþweera and Joshi (1990, l99l) studied the strength of frozen clays and proposed

a simple power law relationship between peak uniaxial compressive strengú7, o,,,, aÍrd

temperafure, 0, as

o 
^= 

a(a/o o)^ (2.16)

where A and m aÍe parameters depending on soil properties, and. 0o is a reference

temperature. The dependency of strength on time was not studied in this research. As

'^-'r'';) 

t
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discussed n2.3.3.5, when sftain rate is higher than a certain level, the strength of frozen fine-

grained soil is almost independent of strain rate ( or time ). F;q.(2.16) focuses on the short-

term strength of frozen clays, which depends mainly on temperature.

2.3.3.2 Creep Models for Frozen Soil

Andersland and Akili (1967) studied the effect of stress, o, on creep rates, ê ,of

frozen clays by uniaxial multi-stage creep tests, and suggested that the effect be expressed by

è=c tsinh(Bo) (2.r7)

where c' and B arc two constants to be determined experimentally. For creep deformation

involving more influencing factors, they suggested that the following general equation

proposed by Kauzmann (1941) and Conrad (1961) be used.

-A,Fr(o,T,s)
(2.18)

RT

where Ç is the frequency factor, ÁF,is the activation energy, B, is the stress factor, R is the

Universal gas constant, I is the temperature, and s represents the soil properties. This

equation was developed on the basis of rate process theory. It can accommodate varying

stress and temperature. However, it is not a convenient creep equation for engineering

practice since it is in the form of a progression which has many constants to be determined.

Also, the equation is valid only for creep dominated by secondaty creep under an uniaxial

stress condition. This equation was developed for creep of metals instead of frozen earth

materials and therefore one cannot expect it to be very successful when applied to frozen

è=.X,(o,r,Ð*ol
l'no''''oo'
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soils.

Goughnour and Andersland (1968) and Andersland and AlNouri (1910) studied the

mechanical behaviour of frozen sand using triaxial tests, and proposed a creep equation as

e = Ae xp ( !, ) exp (N D) e xp ( o, o )

u=9*.o¡!1kre 
"¡\"tL ot 6"

(2.re)

whereA, L, N, and m ateparameters to be determined experimentally, Zis temperature, while

D and o,,, ate deviatoric and mean normal stress respectively. This equation is a simplified

form of (2.18).

Ladanyi (1972) proposed a simple creep equation for steady state creep as

(2.20)

where e and o are strain and stress respectively, E is young's modulus, €¡,, o¡¡t fr and é ,, o",

¿ are constants depending on temperature and soil properties, while r is time. The fust tenn

of the right hand side of (2.20) represents the instantaneous and delayed elastic strain, while

the second tenn represents the instantaneous plastic strain, and the third term stands for creep

strain. The limitation of this equation is obvious. It is valid only for steady state creep and

completely ignores the change of strain rate during creep process. The advantage of (2.20)

is its simplicity.
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Odqvist (1966) proposed a constitutive equation for multi-axial stress-sfrain state,

based on the theory of plasticity, as

ø:ltf f =l 
"',ul 

I :l "' sul

dt zlat\l 4J ù \%) tl

."{h)r

(2.2r)

where e,, and,Su are strain and deviatoric stress tensors respectively, o"is the equivalent

stress, o" is a proof süess, r¿ is the exponent of Norton-Bailey power law creep equation

(Norton, 1929), and r is time. This equation gives a complete constitutive relationship for

materials which meet the following hypotheses: (1) the material is incompressible, and the

creep rate is independent of hydrostatic pressure, (2) it is homogeneous and isotropic, (3) it

follows the associated flow rule, and the (a) Norton-Bailey creep law holds in uniaxial shess

condition. Since no frozen earth material completely meets these hypotheses, (2.2I) has very

few applications in permafrost engineering practice.

Viylov (1973), based on his study on long-term sfrength of frozen soil, proposed a

creep equation as

(2.22)
C +o tanö6 m '@

where 6" and oe ate equivalent creep strain and stress, ø,,, is the mean normal stress, C-and

þ-are respectively cohesion and friction angle of frozen soil at t:*, which depend on

temperafure and soil properties, áis the relative temperature, / is time, aÍdw, k, m and a ate

parameters to be determined experimentally. This creep equation focuses on the long-terrn

otnc
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defonnation of frozen soil under low stress level. It relates the creep strain to stress, ultimate

strength, unfrozen water content, y¡, and time.

Based on the Theory of Rate Process (Eyring, 1936; Glasston et al., l94I; and

Frenkel, 1946), Fish (1980, 1982,1983,1985) studied the creep behaviour of frozen soil and

ice, and proposed the following creep equation which was similar to (2.19) but more general.

e =ö t!s.4+)"_( 
+) [ å) 

"."
(2.23)

where Ë is the axial strain rate, o is the stress applied, ø, is the ultimate strength depending

on soil properties and temperafure, fr is Boltzmann's constant, h is Planck's constant, R is

Universal gas constant, E is the activation energy of frozen soil, /,S is the change in entropy,

and C, n>0 and m>l are dimensionless constants depending on soil properties but

independent of temperature. This equation is able to make good predictions for ice-rich frozen

soils under a stress level higher than its ultimate long-term sfrength but not so high as to cause

massive microcracking.The deformation of ice-rich frozen soil under such stress conditions

is dominated by a prolonged apparent steady state creep. On the other hand, (2.23) is not

good for dense frozen sand since several mechanisms of deformation jointly affect the

deformation.

sand.

Ting (1983) proposed an empirical equation, (2.24), to fit creep curves for frozen
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(2.24)

where A, m, and p ue paranrcters depending on soil properties, temperature and stress acting

on frozen soil. Fish and Assur (1984) suggested that (2.24) was actually a special case of a

family of equations used byZaretskiy and Vialov (1971),Assur (1979), and Fish (1980, lg12)

as (2.23). This equation describes a creep culve with the creep rate first decreasing with time

to a minimum strain rate point and then increasing with time to failure.

Gardner et al. (1984) proposed a creep equation which, kke (2.24), also describes

creep curves from primary creep to the minimum shain rate point and then to tertiary creep

AS

(2.2s)

where e, is creep strain, e,,, is the creep strain at the point of minimum strain rate, while /,,, is

the time taken to teach e,,,, e, is the instantaneous strain, r is firne, and c is a parameter to be

determined experimentally. This equation also belongs to the same farrily of equations

as that used by Zaretskiy and Vialov (1971), Assur (1979) and Fish (1980, 1982) etc.

Among the seven creep models discussed herein, the Odqvist (1967) model was

developed on the basis of the theory of plasticity, the Ladanyi (1972) and Vyalov (1973)

models are empirical, while all the other models are more or less based on the Theory of Rate

Process and incorporate a time-dependent or constant creep rate. The shortcomings of these

tr"*l,t;-,[*")]ê^f 
o
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models are as follows.

(1) Most of them considered uniaxial stress conditions only.

(2) The effect of volumetric defonnation was ignored, and most of them also ignored

the effect of confining pressure.

(3) The behaviour of soil particles was not separated from the behaviour of ice matrix, and

a single equation was used to represent the effect of both components.

Rahman (1988) and Domaschuk et al. (1991) proposed a K-G model for frozen sand

based on the K-G model developed by Domaschuk and Wade (1969) for unfrozen

sand. A method of separating the effect of mean normal stress from that of deviatoric stress

was proposed. The model considered the effect of confining pressure and volumetric

strain. A time-hardening law was used, and the interaction between soil particles and ice

matrix was not considered. The details of their work willbe discussed in subsequent chapters.



CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experimental data required for development of the model were taken from two

sources. Firstly, creep data were taken from the results of triaxial compression tests on a

frozen sand as reported by Ralunan (1988). Secondly, because the model required data on the

behaviour of the same sand in an unfrozen state, a series of conventional constant strain rate

triaxial tests were performed by the writer on the sand in an unfrozen state. The details and

results of these two series of tests are presented in the following sections.

3.1 TRIAXIAL CREEP TEST oN FRozEN saND (Rahman 19ss)

The results of 10 triaxiat creep tests were taken, which included one multi-stage

isotropic creep test, ICl, f,ve long-term multi-stage constant mean nonnal stress creep tests,

MSTI, MST2, MST3, MST4, and MST5, three short-tenn multi-stage constant mean normal

stress creep tests, MST7, MST8, and MST9, and one long-term multi-stage constant cell

pressure creep test, MST13. The soil tested was a medium to dense sand at a temperature of

-3'C. Reference should be made to Rahman (198S) for details of the test program and the

data. The cre€p curves for the tests mentioned above are shown in Fig.3.1 through Fig.3.10

as cumulative strain versus cumulative time. These will be discussed in detail in the

subsequent chapters when the data are used.
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3.2 CONVENTIONAL TRIAXIAL TEST ON UNFROZEN SAND

The sand tested was the same as that used by Rahman (1988). It consisted of an

uniform, quartz-carbonate medium-grain sand with an uniformity coeffrcient (Duo/D,o) of 2.0

and a specific gravity of 2.70. The grain size distnbution of the sand is shown in Fig.3.11. The

test specimens were about 36 millimetres in diameter and T2millimet¡es in height, and were

prepared by spooning moist sand into a mould, layer by layer, and lightly compacting each

layer. A schematic of the test set-up is shown in Fig.3.12.

In order to achieve saturation, distilled water was infroduced through the bottom

porous stone and was allowed to flow upward through the specimen under a vacuum pressure

of 50 kPa for about five hours. After that, the vacuum pressure was gradually decreased to

15 kPa, and the drainage line connected to the bottom of the specimen was closed. The

dimensions of the specimen were measured at this stage. Prior to testing, the suction was

removed, the drainage line to the top of the sample was closed, and the drainage line to the

bottom of the specimen was connected to either the device for measurement of the volume

change in a drained test or to a gauge for measurement of pore water pressure in an undrained

test.

The axial load was applied and measured by means of a proving ring. The axial

displacement was measured with a dial gauge.

In the drained tests, the specimen was fîrst isotropically consolidated to a preset
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effective mean nornal stress, and then sheared under a constant rate of vertical displacement

of 0.04572 millimetres per minute. It took about four hours to develop an axial strain of about

157o, at which point the tests were terminated. The vertical displacement, the axial load, and

the volume change were recorded for every 0.2 mm of vertical displacement. A total of

twelve drained, constant cell pressure, triaxial tests were performed, and were numbered as

DTl throu ghDTl2. The measured stress-sûain-volume change data are given in Fig.3.13

through Fig.3.16, and will be discussed in a subsequent chapter when the data are used.

In the undrained test, the specimen was first consolidated to a preset effective mean

normal stress, and then the back pressure and the cell pressure were increased simultaneously

until the desired back pressure was reached. The specimen was then sheared at a vertical

displacement rate of 0.04572 nìm per minute with the drainage closed. The recorded data

included vertical displacement and the pore water pressure. A total of twelve undrained,

constant cell pressure, triaxial tests were performed, and were numbered as UTl through

IJ[I2. The measured stress-strain-pore pressure data are shown in Fig.3.17 through Fig.3.28,

and will be discussed when the data are used in a subsequent chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

MODELLING VOT-UMETRIC STRAIN OF FROZEN

SOIL UNDER HYDROSTATIC PRESSUR-E

4.I MECT{ANISM OF VOLUMETRIC CREEP OF FROZEN SOIL UNDER

IIYDROSTATIC PRESSURE

Volumetric deformation under hydrostatic pressure comes mainly from the following

three sources.

1. The instantaneous compression of: soil particles, unfrozen water, and the pore ice.

2. Movement of soil particles and pore ice into air voids.

3. Flow of pore ice under pore ice stress gradients from highly stressed zones to zones of

lesser stress.

The latter two sources give rise to volumetric creep strains associated with hydrostatic

pressures. Unfortunately it is impossible to separate and quantify the individual contributions

of these two sources. From an engineering point of view, ice may be likened to a non-

Newtonian fluid having a veryhigh viscosity. Underhigh shear stresses, flow occurs by virtue

of microscopic sliding along the boundaries of ice crystals. Although the overall state of stress
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may be hydrostatic, high shear stresses are induced in the ice particularly at the points of

contact between ice and the soil particles. In non-saturated soils, ice may flow into void

spaces, which are small zones of zero ice stress, giving rise to large stress gradients in their

vicinities. Expulsion of pore ice may occur at drainage boundaries where the stress gradients

would also be very high. The rate of flow depends on the magnitude of stress gradient in the

pore ice, the void characteristics of the soil skeleton, and the viscosity of the ice. The viscosity

increases with a decrease in temperature which explains why creep rates decrease as soil

temperatures are lowered. Since the viscosity of ice is several orders higher than that of

water, flow of ice is several orders slower than that of water with all other factors beine

equal.

It is hypothesized that when frozen sand is sfressed, the total stress is carried by the

ice mafrix and the soil skeleton. Flow of the pore ice results in a volume reduction and a

transfer of stress from the pore ice to the soil skeleton. The process continues until the sûess

in the ice is reduced to a magnitude, ie. a threshold, that will not cause any further flow. This

threshold increases with a decrease in soil temperature. Thus the flow of ice in soil differs

from that of water in that the flow rate of ice is several orders slower due to its hisher

viscosity and in that ice is able to sustain a fïnite value of shear stress with no accompanying

shear strain. It should be noted that the microscopic stress field in a frozen soil is very

complicated. The actual interparticle stresses and the stresses in the ice mafix vary

considerably from point to point. The statistical mean value of these stresses is used in

constitu tive modelling for engineering purposes.
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4.2 MODELLING THE VOI,UMETRIC STRAIN

The development of the model is based on data from triaxial isotropic compression

tests. However the equations and concepts developed may be modified for the case of

anisotropic compression. When a frozen sand sample is subjected to a hydrostatic pressure

P,thevolumetric strain €vmaybe divided into insøntaneous strain e,u aîdcreep strain, eu,.

€ =€ .+€vvlvê (4.r)

The instantaneous strain, €,i, Írâ.! be related to

modulus, K,.

the pressure, p, by the instantaneous bulk

(4.2)
- _pt .--vr Kt

Fig.4.1 shows schematically a representative farnily of creep curves generated by isotropic

compression creep tests. At any given time, the volumetric creep strain of a given frozen soil

increases with increasing stress, and at any given stress, the rate of volumetric creep decreases

with increasing time. Finally the creep rate approaches zero and the volumetric creep strain

reaches an ultimate value, €,,,,. The ultimate value, 6u,,,, depends only on the magnitude of

isotropic stress for a given frozen soil at a given temperature. It may be empirically related

to stress by a power law as:
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(4.3)

where p0 is a small reference stress and q,, is the corresponding volumetric strain. The

parameter, m, characterizes the rate of change in the ultimate volumetric strain, 6u",,, with

pressure. The volumetric creep strain, €,,", ataÍty time, f, may be expressed by a hyperbola as:

€=€vc vcu I*7
(4.4)

where t =t/t. is a normalized time, /* is a reference time defined as the time taken to reach

one-half of the ultimate creep strain, and t is the real time. The exponent, d, is a constant

which reflects the shape of the creep curve.

Based on the concept that the volumetric strain is made up of an instantaneous and

a creep component, the relationship between total volumetric sftain, €,, arrd the hydrostatic

stress, p, is shown schematically in Fig.4.2.Lne [1] represents the instantaneous state and

Lne l2l represents the ultimate state for the fiozen soil. Line [3] represents the €u - p,

relationship for the same soil in an unfrozen state. The "ultimate state" refers to a state in

which the consolidation or volumetric creep process is complete. The difference between

Lines [2] and [3] stems from the fact that in the case of the frozen soil, some of the stress is

stillbeing carried by the ice at the end of consolidation and hence its volumetric strain is less

than that of the unfrozen soil. Lines [i] and [2] provide the initial and the ultimate €, - p

,*,=.*o(i)^

-.ut
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relationships, and the space between these two lines is the margin for creep. Thus if a

hydrostatic pressure of magnitudep is applied, the stress-strain path is O-L-M-U as shown

on the figure. The total stress at any time may be considered to be made up of three

components.

1 . The stress sustained by the soil skeleton, p', which is represented by L:rrre l2l.

2.T\e stress ultimately sustained by the ice, p',, which is the difference between the ultimate

stresses of the soil in the frozen and unfrozen states.

3. The excess ice pressure, p", which is equal to the difference between the total süess and

the sum of the two previous components, ie:

P.=P- (p'*p' , ) (4.s)

The stress sustained by the soil skeleton and the ultimate stress in the ice may be combined

into a single component p'¡o=p'*p'i. This component represents the source of the effective

shearing resistance of frozen soils at any given time. The stress, p'¡,o, is called the

generalized effective mean normal stress of frozen soil, which is defined as the mean

norrnal súess sustained by the frozen soil at the end of the consolidation process. During the

process, it is assumed to be given byLine[2]. The stress p'¡.ois referred to as simply effective

stress hereafter and the component p'¡ is called the effective ice pressure. The component

p, is called the excess ice pressure which is the true driving force of the volumetric creep.
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Consolidationcontinues untilp" goes to zero.Itshould be noted that if a significant amount

of unfrozen water is present in a frozen soil, the corresponding excess pore ice pressure, pe,

should include contributions from both the unfrozen water and the pore ice.

Using the above concept of stresses, a strain-hardening model for volumetric creep

of frozen soil was developed. The rate of creep may be directly related to the stress-strain

state instead of to time. Firstly, a general expression for volumetric strain €" may be obtained

by combining (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and @.4) ro give:

By differentiating (4.6) , the rate of the volumetric creep may be expressed as

-a
t.,=#,*r,"r(

(*)

t)^ I *ie
(4.6)

(4.8)

(4.7)

Considering only step-wise changes in sffess, p, then dplrJt:O when p is constant, and for

incremental changes tn p at any time t=t¡, dpldt= ô(t), where ð(t) is a pulse function. It may

be shown that for an incremental stress change, Áp, there will be a corresponding

instantaneous volumetric strain A e,= AplK, and a new creep rate given by:

m-.u\

#)

ê =ê =€ l¿l "
v vc ,"r\ po)

n7-' I
Q +7"¡2 t.

. Idp dt t= *, *+eu"oj

wherep is thenew total stress. From Fig.4.3, the volumetric strain €vmay also be expressed
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in terms of effective stressp'u, , in accordance with (4.9):

Combining @.6) and (4.9) produces:

(4.10)

The rerm 7"t¡t *7¡ may be represented by U" which is called the generalized degree of

and rewriting it, U" may be expressed as a

(4.r1)

From (4.10) we have 7 =U /(I -U ) which subsritured into (4.8) gives:

(4.e)

]"

P;"€=' +e,K,
\onp;.1

,r)

t- I 
l* I

lJ" "Q-U") E

/ \ ^( ,-L, _l ,;"1'l "-e
I*t-n \ P ) | , _o;"

|."-",

(e)

I
p- J

-K,.,
n -K.e1e I

consolidation. Substitu tng p 
"-- 

p -p, ¡o into

function of the excess ice pressure pe as.

u"=[ '';)"(

.=ry(î,)^ (4.r2)
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which is an equation for creep rate in tenns of excess ice pressure rather than time. The

generalized degree of consolidation, (J 
", 

may be expressed as a ñlnction of time, but it can

also be made to depend only on the stress-strain state as long as the excess ice stress is taken

into consideration. The parameter t., previously defined as the time corresponding to one-half

of the ultimate creep strain, is a characteristic of the creep curve and can only be determined

experimentally. By analyzing the isotropic compression creep data given by Rahman (1988),

f may be empirically related to stress by a power ñlnction as indicated in (4.13).

(4.13)

where á is a constant to be determined experimentally, pois areference stress and /r* is the

value of /" when p - pr. Substituting (4.13) into (4.12) and rearranging terms provides:

,.-r;(i)'

I I*!-
" (t-u) &

t-
ê,=ê ,o(P/P)^-ou"

(4.r4)

which relates the creep rate to the stress-strain state rather than to time. In (4.14)

è u0=Le""/t; is a characteristic strain rate of the frozen soil which depends on the soil,

the temperature and the drainage conditions. This equation makes it more convenient for

incorporating stress changes during the creep process as compared to a model in which time

is a variable. When stress p has an increment" Ap atany time, there will be an instantaneous

increase of volumetric strain A e,= 4 e",= AplK, and a new creep rate which may be obtained

by substituting the new stress into (4.14). The volumetric strain €vmay be obtained by
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integrating the creep rate over time. For continuously changing stress, a step-wise

approximation may be used.

4.3 CALIBRATION OF TIIE CONSOLIDATION MODEL

The data from isotropic compression creep tests conducted by Rahman (1988) on a

frozen sand were used to calibrate the mathematical model presented. The data used were

taken from the flrst step of Test ICl and the isotropic compression part of Tests MST3,

MST4, MST5 and MST6 with hydrostatic pressures ranging from 50 to 420 kpa, and the

void ratios of the sand specimens in the order of 0.72. The temperature of the frozen soil was

-3"C. For details of the test procedure and equipment, reference should be made to Rahman

(1988). The isotropic creep curves from the tests stated above are shown in Fig.4.3. It is

worth mentioning that the initial density plays an important role in the consolidation process

of frozen soil. The samples used in the tests mentioned above did not have an identical initial

density, and therefore there was some scatter of the data.

The instantaneous bulk modulus K, was chosen as 9.0x106 kPa which is the value of

the bulk modulus of "solid" ice according to Meller (1979). To calibrate the model, the first

step was to curve-fit the creep curves shown in Fig.4.3, using (4.6). This provided a set of

&, €,o,and /" values for each mean normal stressp. Since there was only a limited amount of

dataavatlable, pammeter a was assumed to be independent of stress, and its values from the

different sets were averaged. The curve-fitting was then repeated using this average value of

u, and a new set of €u,u aÍrd /* values were obtained. These parameters were related to the
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hydrostatic stress as shown in Fig.4.4 and Fig.4.5 . Takrng po:l.0 kpa as the reference stress,

the corresponding expression for the ultimate volumetric strain Ecu was:

e ,"u=0.04*po'"

and the time taken to reach one-half of the ultimate volumetric strain. /* was:

(4.1s)

t* =2.83xpo'ez (4.16)

where strain is in percent, time in hours and stress in kPa. The parameters K,, a, m, arrrd, 0 ate

the four parameters required for the model. They were determined as described above as

K,:9.0x106 kPa, a:0.6, m:0.77 as shown nEig.4.4 and, 0:0.g2 as shown in Fig.4.5. In

Fig.4.3 the creep cuwes generated by introducing these parameters into (4.6) are included

with the experimental curves and it is seen that there is a reasonable agreement between the

two.

To test the model, the four parameters were introduced into (4.14) to obtain a general

expression for the rate of volumetric creep. This equation was then used to generate creep

curyes for the multi-stage creep test IC 1. Five stress levels of 50, 1 00, 1 50, 200, and 300 kpa

were used in the test. The total duration of the test was 4466 hours (186 days), and a total

volumetric strain of 2.87o occurred. The predicted volumeúic shains were obtained by

integrating the expression for creep rate, step by step, and adding the instantaneous strains.

The experimental and predicted creep curves are shown in Fig.4.6. Generally the agreement

between the predicted and the experimental creep curves was very good considering the

scatter of the test data. The maximum relative variation between predicted and experimental

datawas 6Vo.
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4.4 SUMMARY

The behaviour of frozen soil under hydrostatic pressure was discussed in this chapter,

and a strain-hardening creep model for consolidation of frozen soil was presented. The model

presented here is based on the concept of separating the total mean normal stress into an

effective mean normal stress and an excess pore ice pressure with the fonner depending only

on the properties of the material. It is simple in concept and is easy to use with only four

parameters required, all of which can be detennined by isotropic compression creep tests.

The model which was developed from single-stage tests was used to generate creep cuwes

for an independent multi-stage test, and the comparison between the predicted and the

experimental curves was fairly good.

A good understanding of the consolidation behaviour is an important step towards the

understanding of the creep behaviour of frozen soil under shear since the shearing resistance

of frozen soil is closely related to the confining pressure and the volumetric deformation of

the soil. The consolidation model is a part of a general strain-hardening, strain-softening creep

model which is discussed in the following chapter, and it will also be used to analyze the

consolidation process during shear creep.
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CHAPTER 5

CREEP BEHAVIOUR OF FROZEN SOIL UNDER SHEAR

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter discussed the relationship between the volumetric deformation

and the hydrostatic stress of frozen soil. The concept of an effective mean normal stress and

excess pore ice pressure was introduced. In this chapter, the behaviour of frozen soil under

shear will be discussed and the total shear stress will be separated into an effective and an

excess component as well.

Shear stress acting on the pore ice causes a frozen soil to creep. Therefore

determining the shear stress that is actually sustained by the ice matrix becomes vitally

important to the modelling of the creep behaviour. In order to obtain a clear picture of the

stress transformation between the sand skeleton and the ice, it is important to separate and

to model the behaviour of the soil in both the unfrozen and the frozen states. Thus the present

work includes an extensive study of the behaviour of the unfrozen sand, and an associated

constitutive model is established for it.

By analyzing the creep mechanism and the data from tests on both frozen and

unfrozen sand, a strain-hardening, strain-softening creep model for frozen soil under shear is

developed in this chapter.
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5.2 STRESS DISTRIBUTION BET\ryEEN SOIL SKELETON AND ICE MATRIX

This section discusses the distribution of shear stress between the sand skeleton and

the ice matrix, and its effect on the creep process. The discussion is limited to macroscopic

stress and súain. The súess and strain quoted here is in compliance with the definition

commonly used in soil mechanics.

5.2.1 Effective Shear Stress and Excess Ice Shear Stress

When unfrozen soil is stressed, the total mean normal stress is shared by the soit

skeleton and the pore water, while the total shear stress is sustained wholly by the soil

skeleton. This statement is the key pillar of the 'þrinciple of effective stress, presented by

Tetzaghi (1923), which is one of the most important discoveries in modern soil mechanics.

It is based on the fact that the shearing resistance of water is practically negligible. However,

if the pore liquid is not water but a fluid with significant shearing resistance, such as bitumen

or ice, this statement is no longer valid. When afrozensand is stressed, both the mean normal

and the shear stresses are shared by the soil skeleton and the ice matrix. It is the stress

sustained by the ice that dictates the creep characteristics of the soil, rather than the

magnitude of the total stress. The following section discusses the distribution of shear sfress

between the sand skeleton and the ice matrix. The discussion will be limited to the triaxial

stress-strain state as the first step since alt the data that will be used to develop the model are

from triaxial tests. The stress and strain components involved are mean normal stress,

p=(øt+2ot)/3, volumehic strain, e,=(e,+2er), deviate stress, g=(ot -or), and deviatoric

strain e,=2(ere)13. The components q and E are called shear stress and shear strain
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respectively hereafter for simplicity.

Fig.5.1 shows a schematic of a typical family of creep curves from triaxial creep tests

on a frozen soil with p held constant and q varied. The creep under low q values attenuates

while under htghq values it goes from primary to secondary and then to tertiary stages. The

total shear strain 6s may be divided into an instantaneous component, 6"¡, and a creep

component, €sc,

e =€ .+€,88¡8C (s.1)

The inst¿ntaneous shear strain, €"¡, mâ] be related to shear stress, q,by minstantaneous shear

modulus, G, as

q
'tt- 3G, (s.2)

where G, depends on the soil properties and temperature. For attenuating creep, q. may be

expressed by a hyperbola as

-t
t"

t*7
(5.3)

where r is real time, and î=t/t, is a nonnalized time in which r" is the time taken to reach

€=€
8C gCU

one-half of the ultimate state creep shear strain, 6".,,, and f is a parameter which depends on
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the shape of the creep curve. The "ultimate state" is referred to as a state in which the rate

of creep approaches zero. For each attenuating creep curve, there is a given value of q",

whichdependsontheshearstress q.Fig.5.2showsaschematicoftheinstantaneousandthe

ultimate state q-e,relationships. Line [1] represents the instantaneous q - e,relationship which

is given by (5.2), and Line [2] gives the ultimate state q - e, relationship, of which the first

section, OP, corresponds to attenuating creep, and the second section, PS, corresponds to

non-attenuating creep. Line [3] is the Q - €, relationship for the same sand in an unfrozen

state. The space between Line [1] and Line [2] is the margin for creep. The difference

between Lines [2] and [3] represents the ultimate state shear resistance of ice. It is the shear

sfress that ice can sustain without any further creep, and it depends on the temperature of the

soil. As the temperature increases, the shearing resistance of ice decreases, and Line [2]

approaches Line [3]. When a consolidated frozen sand is stressed by a constant shear stress

qt wltich is smaller than the peak ultimate shear resistance, e'0, its stress-strain path on the q -

E space is O-L-U as shown on Fig.5.2. The total stress, Qt, cãD. be separated into three

components by Lines l2l and [3]. Component q'represents the shear stress sustained by the

soil skeleton, while q', gives the difference in shearing resistance between unfrozen and frozen

soil at the ultimate state. The combination of q' andq', constitutes the ultimate state shear

resistance of the frozen soil. We define e'Í,Fg'*e'ias the generalized effective shear stress

of frozen soil and simply cåll it as effective shear stress, hereafter. The third component,

q, is called the excess ice shear stress and is equal to the difference between the total and

the effective shear stresses, i.e.q" = Q - Q'¡*. The component q"is the true driving force of

shear creep of frozen soil. As shown in Fig.5.2, q" is large at the start of the creep process,

and thelefore the creep rate is also high at that time. The compon ent q"decreases as the shear
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resistance of the soil skeleton is gradually mobilized with increasing shear strain, and

consequently the creep rate decreases as well. At the end of the shear creep (point U), q, goes

to zero and the rate ofcreep goes to zero also. For the case ofhigh total shear stresses, such

as 4, which is greater than the peak shear stress, e'0, Q" decreases with increasing shear strain

until e"-e"o, at which point the effective shear stress Q'¡,ora?ches its maximum value, Q,o, and.

q, reaches its minimum value. After the peak, the effective shear stress decreases with

increasing shear strain as depicted by Line t2l in Fig.5 .2, andthe material goes into its strain-

softening stage which coruesponds to the tertiary creep stage.

The effective shear stress of frozen soil, q'oo, depends on the properties of the soil.

Line [2] in Fig.5.2 shows a schematic of e'r,ofor a medium to dense sand which has a peak

shear resistance greater than the large strain shear resistance. As shown in the figure, Q,¡,ois

composed of two components which are q', the shearing resistance provided by the soil

skeleton, ffiid q',, the ultimate sustainable or effective shearing resistance of pore ice. Both

of these components depend on the soil composition. For example, for pure ice, q, is zero

artd Q'Í,o is equal to q', Under a constant total shear stress Q ) e'¡, after acertain amount of

creep, the excess ice shear stress, q": q - Q'îo: e - e'¡, which is the true driving force of shear

creep, remains constant, and therefore the creep rate also remains constant. This helps to

explain why, if the stress level is within a certain range, the creep process of pure ice often

includes a relatively long period of secondary creep. On the other hand, if the total shear

süess, q, is smaller than the effective ice shear shess, q',, there will still be some creep since

a certain amount of shear strain is needed to mobilize the effective shear resistance of ice.

However, the creep will attenuate when the excess ice shear stress, qe, apptoaches zero.
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When q is larger |hut q',but is not so large that the integrity of the ice structure is damaged,

the creep process of ice will include both a primary creep stage and a long period of

secondary creep. This phenomenon can be observed in the movement of some glaciers, which

move at an almost constant rate for many years, even decades. If, however, the level of total

shear stress is so high that a large amount of micro cracks occur, the mechanism of shear

creep is changed, and the macro stress components used here are no longer able to represent

the real sfress state of the ice. Therefore a modification to the definition of the effective ice

shear stress q', needs to be made before the model can be applied to this situation. The creep

process of pure ice under very high shear stresses often includes primary and tertiary stages

only, and the creep process is govemed mainly by the formation and development of micro

cracks inside the ice (Sinha, 1988a, 1989c; andzran,Evgin and sinha, lgg4\.

For those frozen soils which are classified as "dirty ice" ( ice with very small quantities

of solid grain impurities) Q'¡ mîy be lower than that of the pure ice because the solid grain

impurities weaken the bond between the ice crystals. Therefore the creep rate of "dirty ice"

may be higher than that of pure ice under the same stress and at the same temperaure

(Goughnour and Andersland 1968; Hooke et al., 1972). Other than "dirty ice", the ice - soil

mixture is usually "stronger" than pure ice. At a soil grain concentration of about llvo by

volume, which corresponds to very ice-rich frozen soil, the solid grains inside the ice matrix

start to show their strengthening effect on the creep behaviour of the frozen soil (Baker

1979). From the stress distribution point of view, q', which is the shearing resistance provided

by the soil skeleton, is still zero. However, the effective ice shear stress q,,. is usually larger

than that of the pure ice because the soil grains change the micro stress-sfain field of frozen
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soil. Consequently it requires more external energy to develop a weak sliding plane in this

frozen soil than in pure ice. Thus the creep rate of ice with soil is lower than that of pure ice

under the sarne strcss and temperafure even though the soil grain concentration is low and

there is no particle to paficle contact inside the frozen soil. With increasing soil grain

concentration, the ice-soil mixture becomes stronger and the creep rate becomes lower.

The model developed here is based on test data derived from tests on a medium to

dense frozen sand. However, it is seen from the above explanation that the concept of an

effective shear stress and an effective ice shear súess may also be applied to any ice-rich

frozen soil or pure ice within the framework of the model. However, the relationship between

the effective shear stress Q'¡o ãrrd the shear strain e" needs to be detennined experimentally

for each individual material.

5.2.2 Effective Shear Resistance Surface itt g,t,o-p,î,o-e" Space

The previous section introduced the concept of an effective shear stress and an excess

ice shear stress of frozen soil. It is known that the shearing resistance of unfrozen soil depends

on the soil properties and the effective normal stress acting on the soil. The effective shear

stress of frozen soil, q'oo, includes the contribution from both the ice mafrix and the soil

skeleton. It therefore also depends on the effective normal stress. The effective mean norrnal

stress of frozensotl, p'oo, was discussed in detail in Chapter 4.Wewill hereby relate effective

shear stress Q'¡oto the effective mean normal stress p'¡..Fig.5.3 shows a schematic of q,¡,;

P'.r,o - e" relationship which may be obtained experimentally. This surface is defined as the

Ultimate State Shear Resistance Surface of Frozen Soil, or will be referred to as simply
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the Effective Shear Resisúance Surface(ESRS). From an engineering point of view, ESRS

may be determined by establishing the following three relationships.

1. A relationship between the effective mean normal súess, p'¡o, ãndthe peak effective shear

stress, Q'0, given by (5.$. This corresponds to the Mohr-Coulomb peak shear strength

envelope of unfrozen soil, and is identified by the subscript p:

8'o= P, ,O (s.4)

2. A relationship between the shear strain, 6sp, corresponding to the peak shear stress and the

effective mean normal stress, p,fro, as given in (5.5).

e=esP 
'pu

(s.s)

where €,p0, €s0, P'0, ?[td { are parameters to be determined experimentally. Parameterp', is

introduced to normalize the equation and to ensure compatibility of units.

3. A relationship between q', which is the effective shear stress at the "large strain" state (or

steady state, critical state) and the effective mean nonnal stress, p'¡oãsgiven in (5.6). This

relationship corresponds to the large strain Mohr-Coulomb envelope of unfrozen soil, and is

identified by the subscrept L:

(l'"= Cr* M, (s.6)

C+MPP

.-,[ 
*)'

P'oo

The above three relationships are used to generate a curved surface h q,¡,; p'¡,o - E space,
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which is schematically shown in Fig.5.3 for a medium to dense frozen sand. At a given value

of effective mean normal stress p'¡o, the Q'¡o- e"relationship takes the shape of Line [2] in

Fig.S.2 while the values of q'o , Q'r, ãîd €sp ate given by (5.4), (5.6) and (5.5) respectively.

5.2.3 shear rnduced Excess Pore rce Fressure During creep process

It is well known that shear deformations can cause excess pore water pressure in

unfrozen soil due to the fact that the soil has a tendency to change its volume during shear

deformation. This property is usually called dilatancy (Rowe, 1g62).Similarly, sirear snain

of frozen soil causes excess pore ice pressure, except that the process of the development and

dissipation of excess pore ice pressure is more complicated, and pore ice pressure cannot be

measured directly. In a constant stress triaxial creep test, the total mean nonnal stress and

total shear stress remain constant, while the effective mean normal stress and effective shear

stress change continuously during the creep process. The excess pore ice pressure pe

approaches zero towards the end of the consolidation process as shown in Fig.4.3. It,

however, can be regenerated due to dilatancy upon application of the shear stress. A newly

generated positive excess pore ice pressure triggers a new round of volumetric creep, which

in tum, results in a reduction of the excess pore ice pressure. As the shear creep goes on, the

dilatancy and the consolidation jointly affect the excess pore ice pressure. In order to

determine the shear induced excess ice pressure during a creep process, an assumption is

made that the shear induced excess ice pressure in a frozen sand under a fully undrained

condition is the same as the excess pore water pressure that is generated in the unfrozen

soil under the same state and stress conditions. Based on the above assumption,

Figs.5.4(a) and (b) show schematically the shear induced excess pore ice pressures and the
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volumetric strains of a medium to dense frozen sand respectively. Line [1] corresponds to the

fully'hndrained" condition where excess pore ice pressure is fully developed because volume

change is prevented, while Line [2] corresponds to the fully "instantaneously drained"

condition where there is no restraint on volume change and therefore no excess pore ice

pressure is mobilized. Lines [1] and [2] are the two extreme cases, while the actual shear

induced excess pore ice pressure, Áu*liesbetween these two extlemes, and depends on the

relative magnitudes of the rates of shear creep and volumetric creep. The ice matrix provides

a resistance to volume change of the sand skeleton, but as creep occurs volume change takes

place. The resistance to volume change provided by the ice matrix was called internal

confinement by Ladanyi and Morel (1990). Lines tll and [2)may be obtained from triaxial

tests, while changes in the volumetric creep strain and the excess pore ice pressure may be

calculated using the isoüopic creep model developed in Chapter 4. A stepwise iteration is

needed to calculate Au* and that will be discussed in the following sections.

5.3 DEVELOPMENT AND CALIBRATION OF THE MODEL

This section discusses the results from the creep tests on frozen sand and from the

constant strain rate triaxial tests on unfrozen sand. The discussion will focus on the

determination of excess ice shear stress since it is the true driving force of shear creep. A

good understanding of the behaviour of the sand in an unfrozen state is a necessary step in

modelling the behaviour of frozen sand. The relationship between the rate of shear creep and

the excess ice shear stress is established after the process of stress distribution and

transformation between sand skeleton and ice matrix is clearly understood and mathematically
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expressed.

5.3.1 TriaxÍal Creep Tests on Frozen Soil

As mentioned earlier, the triaxial creep test data used were taken from the work of

Ralman (1988) who had performed the tests for a related study. A total of 9 triaxial creep

tests had been performed. Five of them, MsTl, MST2, MST3, MST4 and MST5, were long

term multi-stage, constantp tests, three of them, MST7, MST8, and MST9, were short term,

multi-stage, constantp tests, and one, MSTl3, was a long term, constant cell pressure test.

The creep curves from the tests were presented inEig.3.2 through Fig.3.10. The data from

MST4, MST5, MST7, MSTS and MSTS were used to calibrate the model and. the calibrated

model was then used to predict the creep curves for tests MSTI, MST2, MST3 and MST13.

As seen on the creep-curve figures, there was some scatter in the test data. In order

to obtain representative creep rates, the curves were smoothed before differentiation was

made. To smooth the data, the attenuating creep curves for each loading step were fitted by

the following hyperbola.

€ =e .+e8 8t íCU (5.7)

Equation (5.7) is the combination of (5.2) and (5.3), and the parameters used are defined as

before. A comparison of the best-fit curves with the test data is shown in Fig.5.5 through

Fig.5.9 as cumulative shear strain versus incremental time. The constants in equation (5.9)

which represent the curves are given in Table I and Table 2 of Appendix A. The creep rates

t*)
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were obtained by differentiating the equations over time.

5.3.2 Instantaneous Shear Modulus

The instantaneous shear modulus, G, was determined from the test data using the

shear strain at t:0.01 hour, which was the earliest recording of shear strain for each stress

increment. Fig.5.10 shows the E, - q rclationship from which a value of G, : 205 Mpa was

detennined by regression analysis.

5.3.3 Establishment of the Effective Shear Resistance Surface

According to its definition, the effective shear stress , e'Í,o, is the shear stress sustained

by the frozen soil at the end of the shear creep. If a sufñcient number of creep tests were

performed systematically with different magnitudes of mean nonnal strcssp and shear stress

Q, the ESRS could be obtained by plotting he q'Í,o - €s curve for every given p,¡o ¿¡rrd then

combining those curves into a curved surface h q'Í,o - p'.r,o - €r space. This would take an

inordinate amount of time, thus rendering the approach impractical for engineering purposes.

Consequently, the following alternative method for generating the surface was developed.

The effective shear stress, Q'¡,, includes the conhibutioîs, Q', from the sand skeleton,

and, q',,from the ice matrix

8' ,o= q'* q' , (5.8)

The shear stress sustained by the sand skeleton may be determined by conventional fiaxial

tests on unfrozen sand. The effective ice shear sûess depends on the soil properties and the
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temperafure, and is assumed to be independent of the shear strain. In order to generate the

F.SRS of the frozen sand, the first step was to detennine q'by establishing ttre ESRS for the

sand in an unfrozen state, and then to determine q',from the frozen sand creep test data. The

detailed procedure is explained in the following subsections.

5.3.3.1 The Effective shear Resistance surface of the unfrozen sand

As mentioned in Chapter 3, a series of conventional constant cell pressure, drained

and undrained triaxial tests on the sand in an unfrozen state were performed. The results of

the drained tests DTI through DTl2were shown in Fig.3.13 through Fig.3.i6 and the results

of the undrained tests UTl through IJTI2 in Fig.3.17 through Fig.3.2g. The shear resistance

at the peak and at the large strain states were obtained from those data, and the corresponding

modified Mohr-Coulomb strength envelopes are shown in Fig.5.11. They may be expressed

AS:

4o= Mrpl

8r= M, Pl

(s.e)

(5.10)

with M, = 1.42 for the peak state and Mt = 1.07 for the large strain state. The shear

resistance at the state of phase transformation is also shown in the figure and it will be

discussed l[Ú 5.3.4.2. The strain e,o which is the shear strain taken to reach the peak shear

stress is shown in Fig.5.i2. The relationship between e* and p' may be empirically expressed

AS
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(s.11)

Le. (5.13)

( o'\rerp=erpo-'rl 

^)

For the stress range and the sand tested heÍe, e,oo:2.253fto, eo:0.1837Vo, p, : g.g96 kpa

and (:0.642 as shown in Fig.5.i2.

A relationship between effective shear stress , q', sheaÍ strain, 6", and effective mean

normal stress, p',nzY be established on the basis of (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11). The test results

shown in Fig.3.13 through Fig.3.16 are in the form of e, versus q, and €1 versus e, under

constant cell pressure, ør. The shear stress , Q, in those figures is the same as q,defined here.

The relationship required is q versus q', and €s versus e, under const¡nt mean noftnal súess,

p'-The conversions were made and a group of e" - q'curves under constantptare shown in

Fig.S.13. The curves may be empirically expressed by the following equation:

q'= qi,
,1r* 

"rrþ
,'r* d'

(s.r2)

where Q¡", c, d and p are constants. The first three constants may be determined from the

following three known conditions:

(1) The e' - €, curve must pass through the peak shear strength point (e,o, q'o)

t.q'=q wnen €=€s8p

(2) The 4' - €" curve must pass through the "large strain" shear strength point (€,r, q,r)
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(3) The shear stress, Ø', must attain its maximum value at the peak shear shength point (e",,

Q'o)

i.e. q'=q, when Er= ErL

i.e. dq'=o when €=€
da, s 8P

n* _ qLqPQ-þ *þlt)-zqíl\
tlJ- (2- Þhr*¡p7'-2ÍP)qp

^_ 
2(k- I) -z-p"--¡¡"'o

¿z= Q-þ)(k-I) .zpk 8P

r21

(s.14)

(5.15)

(s.16)

(s.r7)

By introducing these three conditions into (5.12), the following expressions were obtained

for the three constants

where .f=e,rle*.

(5.18)

where ¡a = Qe lqr*. The mathematical derivations of (5. L6), (5.17) and (5.18) are given in

Appendix B. The parameter p was then determined to range from 0.3 to 0.6 by applying

(5.12) to the test dara.
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Equation (5.12) together with (5.9), (5.10) and (5.1 l) generates a curved surface in

q - p - €r space, which is the Effective Shear Resistance Surface of the unfrozen sand.

5.3.3.2 The Effective lce Shear Stress,4',

As discussed in 5.3.3, it is assumed that the contibution of the sand skeleton to the

shear resistance of frozen sand is the same as the shear resistance of the same sand in an

unfrozen state. The effective shear resistance offrozen sand at peak and large strain states

maybeexpressedbyq'r=Mop'¡ot Coàndq,r=fu[rp,¡o* Crrespectively.TheconstantsMo

and Mtwhich represent the contributions from the sand skeleton were detennined in 5.3.3.1

as Mo= 1.42 and M"= 1.07. The parameters Ç and Crrepresent the contributions which

stem from the ultimate shear resistance of the ice. It was assumed that the ultimate shear

resistance of ice, q',, depends solely on temperafure, therefore for a constant temperature, C,

and Crmay be replaced by q',

Co= c, Constant (s.1e)

The effective ice shear sftess, e¡', ffiãy be determined from creep tests. From (5.8), we have

= 8t =

8"= 8''o- q'

From the definition of Q'r,oas shown in Fig.5.2, we have

4'ro= 4- 8"

Combining (5.21) with (5.20) produces

(s.20)

(s.2r)
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(5.22)

It is noted that q" approaches zero towards the end of attenuating creep. In a creep test, 4

is known, md q'may be determined from (5. l2), and therefore q: may be obtained from the

stress and strain at the end of attenuating creep. Table 1 is a compilation of all the data

required to determining the effective ice shear stress, q,'.

Table 1 Calculation of effective ice shear stress q,,..

In the table, e,,,is the ultimate creep stmin at the end of attenuating creep. Since none

of the tests were carried out to ceasation of creep, the value of E,, used was obtained by

curve-fitting the test creep curves and extrapolating the curves to t:l0 ye¿u.s to ensure that

most of the attenuating creep had been accounted for. The equations and the parameters used

to fit the data are given in Appendix A, and the fitted curves are shown in Figs.5.5 - 5.9

together with the experimental data.Parameter p- is the pore ice pressure that still existed at

t:10 years, while p', is the effective ice pressure as defined nEig. .Z. The values of puwere

Step

p

(kPa)

q

(kPa)

€ru

(7o)

nrc

(kPa)

P,¡

(kPa)

p'

(kPa)

q'

(kPa)

Q,¡

(kPa)

MST2 1 280 120 0.1469 0.0 20.5 2s9.5 95.48 24.5

MST4 I 70 60 0.1638 0.0 20.5 49.5 24.65 35.3

2 70 r20 r.9 15.26 20.5 34.24 53.87 66.1

MST5 I 420 240 0.5127 52.92 20.5 346.58 228.5 11.5

2 420 480 1.431 r4.28 20.5 385.22 407.46 72.5

The average value of the effective ice shear stress, q,,, is 42kPa
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obtained by evaluating volumetric creep using the consolidation model developed in Chapter

4 and assuming that the degree of consolidation, (J 
", 

at t:10 years is equal to the degree of

shear creep at the same time. The values of p',were obtained from the experimental data by

comparing the ultimate p-e,relattonship for frozen sand to the isotropic compression curve

for the sand in an unfrozen state. The stresses p' md q' arerespectively the effective mean

normal and shear components sustained by the sand skeleton. The values of p, wereobtained

fromp'=p-p;P'¡,ñrd the values of q' were obtained from the q'-p'-€"relationship developed

in 5.3.3.1for the sand. There was some scatter in the calculated values of effective ice shear

stress, q',. This is to be expected for experimental data. An average value of q,,: 42l<pa was

taken and used for the frozen sand tested at a temperature of -3"c.

5.3.3.3 ESRS for the Frozen Sand

Wittt all the parameters in (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) determined, the peak shear strength

envelope of the ftozen sand may be expressed as:

Qto=41.9+I.42ptro (s.23)

and the large strain shear strengttr envelope of the frozen sand may be expressed as:

Qt"=41.Q¡I.07Ptoo (5.24)

while the shear strain taken to reach the peak shear sfess may be expressed as:

I t \0.øt
e,o=2.25+ors|.*) (s.2s)
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where the stress is in kPa, and the strain is in percent.

A typical €" - Q'f,ocurve for a given effective mean nonnal stress, pþ, takes the shape

of Line [2] in Fig.5.2.The curve may be expressed by the set of equations used for the ESRS

of the unfrozen sand.

Where p is a parameter to be determined experimentally, and Q" r , c and, d are three

intermediate variables which were introduced to ensure that (5.26) satisfied the following

three requirements:

(a) The €,- Q'Íorelationship given by (5.26) must pass through the peak shear strength point

( ,, , q'o).

4 
| 

¡o=8t pLe.

ll'¡o=8ì
.1r* 

"r,9
e2'* d2

(s.26)

(s.27)when e =es8P

(b) The €"- Q'Í,orelationship given by (5.26) must pass through the large strain shear strength

point( €,,e'r).

t.e. 4t¡o=Çlt, when €r=€r¿ (s.28)

(c) the effective shear stress, Q'¡o,raãches its maximum value at the peak shear strength point

( e"o , Q'o).
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As in the case of the sand in an unfrozen state, expressions for the parameters e* ¡, c, and rl

were obtained by utilizing the above three requirements. The expressions are as follows:

t.e.

q"=

d øt-- Jro =0 when € =€dersP

^_ 
2ft-I) -z-p"-l-"',

(5.29)

(s.31)

q', q' oQ-þ *þÍ')- zÍF ø' )t
(s.30)

(z - þ)q' ,* (þÍ' - 2fu )r' ,

where fte,,Je*, and e", is the shear strain at the "large shain" state, which is assumed to be

about 157o.

where k=q'olq,r, and

d2
(2-þ)(k-1)

(s.32)

The mathematical derivations of (5.30), (5.31) and (5.32) are given in Appendix B.

A three dimensional view of ESRS for the frozensand is shown in Fig.5.3.

t
sppk

5.3.4 Shear fnduced Excess Pore fce Pressure
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5.3.4.1Introduction

Shear induced excess pore ice pressure is a new concept presented by the writer.

There has been no previous work done on this subject, and currently there is no technology

available to measure it. The assumption that the shear induced excess pore ice pressure in a

frozen sand under a fully undrained condition is the same as the excess pore water pressure

that is generated in unfrozen sand under the same state and stress conditions provides an

indirect method to determine the shear induced excess pore ice pressure. Shear induced

excess pore water pressure in an unfrozen sand was investigated by undrained, constant ør,

triaxial tests. A mathematical modelling is presented in this section. The excess pore ice

pressure was then calculated by considering theþint effect of shear deformation and isotropic

consolidation. (The consolidation model for the frozen sand was given in Chapter 4.)

5.3.4.2 shear Induced Excess Pore water pressure rn unfrozen sand

The shear induced excess pore water pressure in unfrozen sand may be expressed

according to the state parameter of the sand. From triaxial tests performed on the sand

reported in Chapter 3, a steady state line (or critical state line) was obtainedby analyzing the

relationship between the specific volume, v, and the effective mean norrnal stress, p', at the

large strain state. Fig.5.14 shows the Steady State Line of the sand in v - ln p, space (Been

and Jefferies, 1985). It may be expressed as:

v=N ,- )u Inp I (s.33)

The parameters 'l and N, were determined from the test data as ,l=0.0187 and. N,=1.g464 ut

shown in Fig.5.14. By analyzng the stress-strain path of the sand h, -p,and e" - p, spaces,
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the excess pore water pressures were modeled mathematically. Fig.5.15 shows the steady

state line, SSL, and the sfess-strain paths of a sample when it is sheared under an undrained

condition. The initial state of the sample is represented by point O on the figure with y = yo

nd p' = p'0. As shown in Fig.S.15, the state parameter, g - v0 vr, ofthe sand is smaller

than zero. The state parameter may be expressed as

ú =vo- (N ,- t kp'o ) (s.34)

As shown in Fig.5.15 when a sample of medium to dense sand is sheared under an undrained

condition, the stress path in v - p' space is O-T-B-P-L-(S).Fig.5.16 shows the stress-strain

path in €, - P' space. At the start of shearing, the sand has a tendency to contract. However

the volume change is prevented in an t'undrained" test, and therefore positive excess pore

water pressure, Áu, is generated and the effective mean normal stress, p,, decreases with

increasing shear strain. This excess pore water pressure, Áu, reaches its maximum at point

T as shown in Fig.5.16 (compressive pressure is referred to as positive). After this point, the

dilatant medium to dense sand has a tendency to increase its volume, therefore negative

excess pore water is generated. At point B, the generated negative pore pressure offsets the

positive pore pressure, and p'becomes equal to the total mean normal sfess, p. After point

B, p'continues to increase until the sample fails at the point of large strain, L. The shear

induced excess pore water pressure irt ." - p' space is also shown in Fig.S.l6.

Point T was termed the 'þoint of phase transformation'r by Ishihara, Tatsouka &

Yasuda (1975) since the sample is contractive before the point and expansive after it for

medium to dense sand. The state parameter at this point indicates whether the sand will be
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contractive or expansive \r/ith further shear deformation (Been and Jefferies, i9g5).

Point P corresponds to the point of peak shear resistance. It was noted that there were

no obvious "peak" points on the conventional A o, - 61 curves obtained from the tests since

p' continued to increase after the stress path reached the Mohr-coulomb line. There is,

however, a peak shear resistance envelope, no matter whether the test is drained or undrained.

The peak point may be found by calculating the ratio of qlp', and.finding its maximum value.

Point P may occur before or after point B depending on the dilatancy of the sample. The pore

water pressure parameters at T, the phase transformation point, P, the "peakt' shear resistance

point, and L, the "large strain" point were analyzed and related to the state param eter r! as

shown in Fig.5.17. The relationships may be empirically expressed as follows:

at phase transformation point

at'þeak" point

and at 'large strain" point

Ar=I.I I3+12.62ù

Ap=0.339+5.75ú

Ar=0.165+ I 0.3Stlt

(s.3s)

(5.36)

(s.37)

It should be noted that the above correlations are valid only for the sand and the sfress

range tested. Since only a limited number of tests were performed and the range of the state

parameter is narrow, the pore water pressure parameters were relate d to tlr simply by a

straight line. Actually, the pore water pressure parameter at steady state may be obtained from

the steady state line, SSL, directly as:
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However, for the large strain point, the pore water pressure predicted using (5.38) is always

higher than that calculated from (5.37). The explanation for this phenomenon may be found

fromFig.5.15andFig.S.l6.Thestressesûomtheundrainedtestsatabout I5Toofshearsftain

did not reach SSL. It reached point L and did not go far enough to reach point S. There is

a gap between the stresses obtained from drained and undrained tests as shown in Fig.S.14,

and the SSL used here is a compromise of the two. Equation (5.37) is adopted for predicting

the excess pore water pressure since it is obtained direcfly from the tests.

The pore water pressure parameter A changes with shear strain continuously.

Equations (5.35), (5.36) and (5.37) give the A values at three key points which are of

practical interest. Actually, anA - e" relationship may be obtained from the experiment al data.

Fig.5.18 shows a typical A - e, curve which may be represented by a hyperbola as:

r {M
A,= j-(" t' +-J-1¡" M' 3

a"
A=d,

E r*0g

(5.38)

(s.3e)

since the A values at points T, P and L are known, ã1, a-2, and a, may be determined by

solving 3 simultaneous equations if the shear strains at these points are also known. The

shear strain at peak shear strength point, 6sp, was given by (5,11), while the shear strain at

large strain state, 6"¿, was assumed to be about l57o as discussed in 5.3.3.3. The shear strain

at the phase transformation point, esl'lmay be empirically related to the effective mean normal
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P,,
stress at the point as

relationship is given as:

shown in Fig.5.19. A mathematical expression for the e",

ê ,T= ê rTo* (5.40)

with e", :0.80 7o, 6"ro : 0.065 7o, por: 5.76 kpa and A:0.599139 for the data shown in

Fig.5.19.

At the peak shear strength point,

e rp= e rpo+ (s.41)

with e,ro:2.257o, e,or: 0.I87o, pop:8.9 kpa and (: 0.642.

In order to determine e", and e"o from (5.40) and (5.41), the effective mean normal

sfesses at the phase transformation point T, p'n and the peak shear strength point p, p,o, ate

needed. The relationship betweeî p'r and the shear resistance at point T, e'r, is shown in

Fig.S.1 1, and is expressed as:

8r= M, Pt, (5.42)

with M7 = 1.25 for the sand tested. For the peak shear sÍength envelope, (5.9) is rewritten

as:

.,,[ 
*)^

(5.11) is rewritten as:

( , \r
. lP ol-*ol p* )
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The excess pore water ptessure, Áu may be determined from the pore water pressure

parameter, A as:

A,u=B(Ao s*A(Ão,- Ao ))

For fully saturated sand, B:1.0, and (5.44) becomes

(s.44)

8o= Mopto

A,u=A,o s*A(Ão,- A,o )

The effective mean nonnal shess at any point may be expressed as:

Pt=p'o- (a- lro o ,- a, o )

144

(s.43)

(s.4s)

(s.46)

whete p'ois the effective mean normal stress before shearing. Specifically, at point T, we have

P' ,=P' o- (A, -A,orr) (s.47)-þêo,,

It should be noted that A o,, -A o,

effective mean nonnal sûess at phase

P,,

=qr. Therefore by substituring (5.42) into (5.47), the

transfonnation point,p'r. is expressed as:

P'o

t * ¡er- !)M, (s.48)

By Following the same routine, the effective mean normal stress at peak point, p',, isgiven
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by:

P,,
P, ,=

t*Øo-þa,ro (s.4e)

By substituting (5.48) into (5.40) and (5.49) into (5.41), e", and €sp ate detennined. Since

parameters A7,€,pAo,€"oandA, )€sLaÍeall defined, the three parameters in (5.39), ar,a"and

a3 may be determined by solving 3 simultaneous equations, and therefore the pore water

pressure p¿ìr¿rmeter A atalùy stress strain state may be determined by (5.39). Fig.5.18 shows

theA - e" datafor Test UTlz. Both the measured values and the generated A - e"curve are

shown in the figure and it is seen that the two matched very well. The excess pore water

pressure at any stress-shain state may be calculated from (5.45) once the A value is

determined.

5.3.4.3 The shear rnduced Excess pore rce pressure in Frozen sand

As discussed n 5.2.3, the creep process of frozen soil is neither fully "drained" nor

fully "undrained". It is partially drained. As assumed n 5.2.3, if the frozen sand was sheared

with no volume change, the Shear Induced Excess Pore lce Pressure, SIEpIp, would be the

same as the excess pore water pressure in the same sand in an unfrozen state as given by

(5.4I).If the frozen sand was sheared under a frrlly "drained" condition, there would be no

SIEPIP. The real value of SIEPIP lies between these two exheme cases. The accurate

calculation of SIEPIP starts with the calculation of the Shear Induced Excess pore Water

Pressure, SIEPWP, as discussed in the previous seÆtion. The creep process was separated into
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a number of small strain steps. At the beginning of each step, the SIEPIp was fust assumed

to be equal to the SIEPWP, then adjusted by analyztngthe volumetric creep (consolidation)

that occurred during the step. Therefore, an iterative calculation was needed. Actually, the

shear induced excess ice pore pressure, may be expressed as

Ã,ur=FA.u (s.s0)

where F is a parameter depending on the relative magnitude of the rates of shear and

volumetric creep. For the soil and the stress range tested here, it is about 0.8 to 0.95 at the

beginning of the shear creep and gradually decreases as the volumetric creep continues. It also

changes with changing total stress. Fig.5.20 shows the calculated SIEpIp for Test MST5. It

is seen from the figure that at small strains the SIEPIP is close to the fully undrained

condition, and at large strains it is close to the fully drained condition.

Once Auris determined, p'r,omay be obtained from

P' ,o=Pt¡oo+ A'P- Aur (5.51)

whete p'r*is the effective mean nonnal süess at the beginning of the shear creep , and, Ap is

the increase of the total mean nonnal sffess.

5.4 THE SIIEAR CREEP RATE - EXCESS ICE SHEAR STRESS RELATIONSHIP

The effective shear stress, g'¡- may be detennined from ESRS once p,rois known.
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Since the total shear stress, q, is known in the creep process, the excess ice shear stress, ø,,

which is the driving force of shear creep, may be obtained from

Q¿=Q-Q¡ro (s.s2)

Fig.5.21 shows the excess ice shear súess versus the shear creep rate, Ë , for MST4 on a

log - log scale. It is seen that all the data fell within a narrow band except for a few points

during the early period of each loading step. This indicates that apower law relationship may

exist between q"and è ,,.Fig.5.22 gives he q"ur. è 
", 

data for MST5. The same pattem of

the q" - é r" relationship occurred. By putting all the data on a single figure as shown in

Fig-5.23, it is seen that all the data fell in a nÍìrrow band except those points from the starting

periods of each stress increment. By ignoring those points, which will be dealt with later on.

a power law relationship betwe"o ê r" ffid e"was obtained as:

è,"=è"(i)" (s.s3)

where ëro:4.6623x10-toUs,Qo:I.}kPa,and n:2.573 forthe frozensandtestedatthe

given temperature of -3'C. The test data collected here covered the stress range of q from 0

to 1000 kPa andp from 0 to 420 kPa, and the shear creep strain rate, è , from 10-rl to 10-6

1/s. For stress-strain states outside of this range, the correlations should be conf,rmed

experimentally before they are applied.
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5.4.1 The Transition Factor

As mentioned in the previous section, ft. Ë r" - q"relationship does not follow (5.4g)

at the start of a stress increment. This period lasts about 15 - 20 hours depending on the

magnitude of the stress increment and several other factors. A suggested physical

interpretation of this phenomenon is that the mechanism of creep during this period is

different from that of the later periods. Consider pore ice from a metallurgical point of view.

The frozen sand tested was at -3'C, and the corresponding homologous temperature of the

pore ice was

m T 273-3l'.=_= - =0.999'T 27s (5.54)

From a metallurgical point of view, the ice was very I'hot" since its temperature was very

close to its melting point. Fig.5.24 shows a I'schematic version of a deformation map for a

polycrystalline metal. It illustrates the stress/temperature regimes within which dislocation and

diffi'lsional creep processes are expected to be dominant. The boundaries between adjacent

fields represents the conditions under which two or more processes may contribute equally

towards the overall creep deformation." @vans and Wilshire, 1985). pore ice is also a

polycrystalline material and has a similar creep mechanism. It is seen from the f,gure that the

stress/temperature condition (o/E :10-8-10-s, and TIT^:0.99) for the pore ice tested falls

within the lower right porlion of the figure, which corresponds to diffusional creep (Nabano-

Herring creep). When diffusional creep dominates, the rate of molecule migration under stress
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is proportional to the stress level and independent of time, and the relationship between the

creep rate and the sfress acting on the medium is usually expressed by a power law such as

(5.53). The stress used herc should be the average sftess actually sustained by the ice matrix,

which is the excess ice shear sfess, q". It should be noted, however, that at the start of the

creep process, due to the heterogeneity of the polycrystalline structure of the pore ice which

produces localized stress concenüation, not only diffrrsion, but also dislocation and grain-

boundary sliding may confribute significantly to the creep process. The creep caused by

dislocation and grain boundary sliding does not follow the same law as that followed by

diffr¡sional creep, and this may explain to a certain extent why (5.53) does not fit the data

obtained from the starting period of the creep process. As the creep process goes on, the

heterogeneity of the pore ice decreases dramatically and the diffusional creep becomes

dominant quickly, and therefot" *s Ë rc - q" rclafonship approaches (5.53). A new

increment of total stress will increase the ice shear stress and may also cause some

disturbances to the structure of the pore ice and figger a new round of dislocation and grain

boundary sliding activity. The data from three short-term constantp triaxial creep tests was

used to find a solution to this issue. The creep curves from MST7, MSTS and MSTS are

shown in Fig.5.7, Fig.5.8, and Fig.5.9. Each step of stress increment lasted for about 24

hours. By applþg (5.53) to these data, the è ,"- Q.relationship for these tests are shown in

Fig.5-25,Fig.5.26 and Fig.5.27. As shown in the figures, the shear creep rate immediately

after the loading is significantly higher than that predicted by (5.53). A TransÍtion Factor,

F,, which is defined as the ratio of the transient creep rate over the creep rate predicted by

(5.53), was introduced to model this behaviour. The Ë _- - q" relationship may now be
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rewritten as

c-
tc (s.ss)

The transition factor, F,, depends on the magnitude of the contribution from diffi¡sional creep

relative to the contributions from the dislocation creep and grain boundary sliding, which is

chuactetlzeÅ,by the level of the ice shear stress and the heterogeneity of the pore ice. There

has been very little study of this phenomena and an empirical method was used here. The

fansition factor F,may be expressed as

*,,{ i)"

where e., is the shear strain before the new stress increment was applied, and 6,, is called the

Ttansient Strain, nd rt is a constant to be determined experimentally. Immediately after the

application of a new stress increment. we have

€,- Êrb=Atr, (s.s7)

and

''='.4[#']

,,=,*lIrJ']

(s.s6)

(s.s8)

where Ae,,is the instantaneous shear strain caused by the stress increment, and may be

determined by (5.2). The hansition factor F, attains its maximum value at this moment. and
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decreases to unity quickly as the shear strain increases. The Transient Strain, €",, is a

measure of how quickly F, approaches unity, and may be determined experimentally. The

relationship between the Transition Factor F, and the shear sttain is given in Fig.5.2g,

Fig.5.29 and Fig.5.30 for tests MST7, MSTS and MSTS respecrively. Since rhe data

available for calibrating F, was very limited, (5.56) was reduced to a simpler form by

assuming r|:l.The Tfansient Strain, 6s, was related to the increment of the shear stress /q
as shown in Fig.5.31. It was empirically expressed by a straight line as:

Ãa
t-Es¡ ,r4 

Ãgo (5.59)

where 6",ø : 0.015973Vo, and Aqo:100 kPa as determined from the data shown in Fig.5.31.

The factors which affect F, are more than just the stress increment Áq. Acfially, for

a given Áq, F, at the early loading steps is generally greater than that at the later loading

steps. One explanation to this phenomenon may be that the initial heterogeneity of the pore

ice structure has a greater effect on the earlier loading steps than on the later ones because

the initial heterogeneity gradually dissipates as the creep process goes on. The ae - F,

relationship given by (5.54) is an empirical correlation based on the very limited data available

here, and should be used with caution. More work needs to be done on this subject.

5.5 SUMMARY

This chapter discussed the behaviour of frozen soil under shear. Based on the fact that

ice can carry shear stress, the concept ofeffective shear stress in unfrozen soil presented by
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Terzaghi(Lgz3) was extended to frozen soil. A generalized,effective stress and an excess ice

shear sÚess for frozen soil were defined. It is suggested that the excess ice shear stress is the

true driving force of shear creep. A relationship between the effective mean normal stress,

effective shear stress and shear strain was established by combining the data from both

triaxial creep tests on frozen soil and conventional triaxial tests on the same soil in an

unfrozen state. The shear induced excess pore ice pressure was determined by considering the

þint effect of dilatancy of the soil skeleton and the volumetric creep of frozen soil. A power

law relationship between the excess ice shear stress and the rate of shear creep was

established, and a transition factor was introduced to account for the different modes of creep

of the pore ice during the early period of loading. Together with the consolidation model

developed in Chapter 4 for frozen soil under isotropic compression, the strain-hardening,

strain-softening creep model developed in this chapter for frozen soil under shear stress

produces a method to predict the defonnation of frozen soil under a general stress-strain state

and loading process. The next chapter will discuss the verification and the application of the

model.
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CHAPTER 6

THE MODEL AND ITS VERIFICATION

6.1 SUMMAR.Y OF'VOLUMETR.IC ANÐ STIEAR MOÐEI,S

The creep models developed in the previous two chapters, when coupled, provide a

solution for the creep rate of afrozen soil as a function of the imposed general stress state.

They are based on the concept that creep is the result of the existence of excess pore ice stress

and that the pore ice can sustain a certain ultimate shear stress which is a function of its

temperature. The total stress acting on frozen soil is shared between the pore ice and the soil

skeleton, and it is tacitly assumed that the portion of the shess sustained by the soil skeleton

is equal to the stress that it can sustain in an unfrozen state, and that the shear induced excess

pore ice pressure in frozen soil would be the same as the shear induced excess pore water

pressure in unfrozen soil under the same conditions.

6.1.1 Volumetric Creep Under Isotropic Compression

The governing equation for volumetric creep rate under isotropic compression is

(4.r2)

, "-?f al ^ r,,-i a _u 
" 
l.+t* \Po)

(4.12)

where u4.6, e,*4.04O2 7o, p6:7.0 kPa, and m:0.7661 for the soil tested. The expressions
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for r- is:

,.='Íì 
[;) 

'
(4.13)

where to.:2.8323 hour, &0.8 1532for the soil tested. The expression for u" is:.

| \^l \
u"=l ,-P:l I o-*'Tl 

,4.rr)"\ p) ln-t"-x,r,1

in which the instantaneous bulk modulus, K,, was determined as 9.0x106 kpa.

6.1.2 Shear Creep

The governing equation for shear creep developed in Chapter 5 gives the rate of shear

creep strain, è _- âs a function of the excess ice shear stress, qn

(s.ss)

2.573 for the soil tested. The transition

/ \"
é 

"" 
= Frè ,rl Ll

\qo)

where è ,o 
: 4.6623xI0-t4 Us , Qo: l.Oþ,pa , and, n:

factor,4, was expressed as

(s.s6)
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where 4:1.0, e",o : 0.0167o, and Aqo:I0O kpa for the soil tested.

The key variable in the governing equation, (5.55), is the excess ice shear suess, ø¿.

Two relationships are required to determine q,.

(1) A relationship between the shear strain, 6", the effective shear stress, Q,¡o, and.the effective

mean normal stress, P'¡o, of the frozen soil, which is called as the effective shear resistance

surface, ESRS. It is mathematically expressed as

8t¡o=4ì
.l* 

"."Þ
,'r* d'

(s.26)

(2) A relationship between the shear induced excess pore ice pressure, Au, andthe shear

induced excess pore water pressure, au, for the soil in an unfrozen state.

Ãur=FÃ,u (s.s0)

Parameter F depends on the relative magnitudes of the rates of shear and volumetric creep.

For the soil and the sfess rarìge tested here, it was about 0.8 to 0.95 atthe beginning of the

shear creep and gradually decreased to about 0.15 to 0.4 as the volumetric creep continued.

Once Áurß determined, the effective mean normal stress, p'¡oisknown, the effective

shear stress, Q'¡o is then detennined from (5.26), and the excess ice shear stress, q", is

determined as



tI 
"=lI- 

e¡,o

Once q" is determined, shear creep strain, Ec,

rate, ë,c , over time. For each time step, q,is calculated

strain for that time-step is calculated from (5.55).

168

(s.s2)

is obtained by integrating shear creep

frst, and then the increment of shear

6.2 VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL

In order to verit¡ the model and examine its predictive capability, the model was used

to predict the creep curves of several triaxial creep tests that had been carried out

experimentally. The test procedures and ttre results of these tests were discussed in Chapter

3 and section 5.3.1.

As a first step, the model was used to predict the creep curves of tests MST4 and

MST5. These data were used to calibrate apartof the model. However, since the calibration

involved some assumptions and correlations which were independent of these data, a

comparison was deemed to be useful. The experimental and the predicted creep curves for

tests MST4 and MST5 are shor¡m inFig.6.1 and Fig.6.2. As can be seen from the figures, the

experimental and the predicted creep curves matched very well. This indicates that the model

which was calibrated using the data from both frozen and unfrozen soil tests is able to

represent the results of individual creep tests.
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The shear induced excess pore ice pressure was analyzed using the method and the

correlations developed in 5.3.4. The calculated shear induced excess pore ice pressure,

SIEPIP, for MST4 is represented by the solid lines in Fig.6.3, while the calculated shear

induced excess pore ice pressure of the same sand if it were sheared under a fully undrained

condition is also shown in the figure by the fine broken line. The pore water pressures were

calculated using the pore water pressure parameterA obtained from the undrained test data

discussed in 5.3.4.1. It is seen from the figure that SIEPIP was positive at the start of the

creep process' and gradually changed to negative as the shear strain continued. This was

because the frozen sand was contractive at small shear strains but expansive at large shear

süains. It is also seen from the figure that at the start, the value of SIEpIp was close to the

that obtained under a fully undrained condition, while at large shear strain, it was significantly

smaller than that obtained under a firlly undrained condition. This was because at the starting

period the dissipation of SIEPIP due to volumetric creep was less significant than at large

strains.

The second step was to use the model to predict the creep process of three

independent constant p Î¡raxial creep tests that were not used in the calibration. The

experimental and the predicted creep curves for MSTI, MST2 and MST3 are shown in

Figs'6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. As shown in the figures, the experimental and ttre predicted

shear strains matched fairly well. The relative difference between the experimental and the

predicted shear strains was as high as 1007o at some locations where the strain was small.

However, the overall relative difference was less than 20Vo. Considering the scatter of the

data from the tests on frozen sand and the limited resources availableto develop this model,
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this suggests that the predictive capability of the model is quite good. The effect of the mean

normal stress on the shear creep of frozen sand was clearly shown by comparing the results

of MST1 and MST2. The initial densities of the two samples were approximately the same,

but MST2 was subjected to shear stresses which were four times as high as that of MST1.

Test MST1 was carried out for about 2400 hours (100 days), and had a cumulative shear

strain of I4.5Vo, while test MST2 lasted for about 4400 hours (183 days), and had a

cumulative shear strain of only 6.17o. The explanation for the lower cumulative shear sûain

despite the higher shear stress level and longer time duration is that MST2 had a higher level

of mean nonnal stress which resulted in higher effective me¿ur normal stress. That is, its

resistance to shear was greater. Consequently the excess ice shear stress, which was the

driving force of the shear creep, was actually lower in test MST2 than in MST1 even though

the total shear stress in MST2 was higher. The present model is thus able to rationally explain

this apparent anomalous phenomenon.

The calculated shear induced excess pore ice pressures for MSTi, MST2 and MST3

are shown in Fig.6.7, Fig.6.8 and Fig.6.9 respectively. In the figures, the thick solid lines

represent the shear induced excess pore ice pressure in frozen soil, while the fine broken lines

show the shear induced excess pore ice pressure under the condition of no volume change

during creep. The fine broken lines were obtained by calculating the shear induced excess

pore water pressure using the pore water pressure parameter, A, determined from the tests

on unfrozen sand. The difference between the solid and the broken lines represent the

reduction of the excess pore ice pressure due to volumetric creep.
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The last example in examining the predictive capability of the model was to use it to

predict the performance of a constant q creep test, MST13. As mentioned previously, the

model was calibrated using data from constantp tests. Test MST13 lasted 8400 hours (350

days) and the cumulated shear strain was only 2.87o. The experimental and the predicted

creep curves for MST13 are shown in Fig.6.10. It is seen from the figure that the predicted

creep curve is a fairly good representative of the experimental creep curve. The relative

difference between the measured and the predicted shear shain was less than I07o for the time

period of 0 to 6000 hours. While the calculated shear stain was 20 - 257o higher than that

of measured for the time period later than 6000 hours. The temperature variation and the high

shesses in these three loading steps may be part of the reason for the high relative difference.

The shear induced excess pore ice pressures for Test MSTl3 is given in Fig.6.1 1. The

larger symbols represent the shear induced excess pore ice pressure, SIEPIP, while the smaller

symbols show SIEPIP under fully undrained condition. The excess ice shear stress in test

MST13 was considerably lower than that of the other tests, such as MSTI and MST4. Since

MST13 was a constant ø, test, the total mean normal stress, p, increased at the snme time as

the shear stress, q, was increased. This resulted in an increasing effective mean normal stress,

P'¡o, and effective shear stress, e'¡o.Therefore the newly increased q at eachloading step was

partially offset by the increasing e'¡o, and the actual increase of excess ice shear stress qcwas

smaller than the increment of total shear stress, q. Also, the initial density of sample MSTi3

was a little higher than that of the others, and therefore this specimen was a little "stiffer" than

the others. These two factors may account for the fairly small shear strain that occurred over

such a long period of time.
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6.3 GENERALIZATTON OF THE MODEL

6.3.1 General Stress-strain State

The equations developed in the previous chapters were based on the súess and stain

states that corresponded to the triaxial test, and the stress and strain components used were

p=(ot+2or)13, €u=(€t+2er),e= ot- oj,ãflde,=2(e,- er)l3.Whenageneralstress_

stuain state occurs, more general expressions for stress and strain components should be used,

for example p=( ot + 02 + or)13, €, = (€t + e, + er),

. The

approach developed by Domaschuk and Wade (1969) may be followed for dealing with a

general stress-strain state.

6.3.2 Expressions for Volumetric and Shear Creep Functions

The creep goveming equations, (4.12) and (5.55), can also be infoduced into the

creep model developed by Domaschuk et. al. (1991) in which they utilized a bulk creep

function, K., and a shear creep fi¡nction, G,, in their model. Creep functions K" and G"

depended on soil properties, the imposed stress state, and time. The bulk creep function, K",

was defined as

K =!-c
e

v
(6.1)
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while the shear creep function, G. was defined as

(6"2)

The expressions for K", and G" may be re-developed using (4.12 and (5.55) as follows.

Both volumetric strain, eu, and shear strain , €s, may be separated into an instantaneous

component and a creep component as

€r=€ri *€r" (4.1)

and

Êu=êrt*Er" (5.1)

as discussed in 4.3 and 5.2.1respectively.

The volumetric creep strain, €u", is obtained by integratin g Ø.12) over time. At any

time, t, q," is expressed as

t

eu"(t)='"fr,"(t)dt= /ryf +l 
" u)-t a-u" )'.1d, (6.3)

o uo t* \pr)

Since the variables in the right hand side of (6.3) are functions of stress-strain state. the

integration is usually carried out numerically rather than analytically.

G"=3-
€

I
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An expression for the bulk creep function, K", discussed in the previously may be

derived as follows:

By substituting (4.1) and (4.2) nto (6.1), we have

p _p +e
K" Kt vc

Substitute (6.3) into (6.4) and divide both side byp, we have

(6.4)

(6.s)

(6.t)

by following the same procedure, an expression for the shear creep function, G",may derived

AS:

+=:. !'/"'Y'f al ^ u',-* a-u" )'.*0,K" Kt pi t* \pr) 
ç

t=ä. l'{,'"(l)"- (6.6)

The creep functions can then be used in a finite element solution with each element

characteúzed by its own set of K" and G. values. For example, a general stress-strain

relationship may be written as

o t¡= K 
"e ouõ t¡+ 2G 

"(e ,- lt rou ,)

where o,, and eü aÍe stress and strain tensors respectively, an¿ d,, is Kronecker delta.
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The application of the model developed in this thesis to a real engineering project was

beyond the scope of this thesis. Chapter 8 will discuss the friture work for further

development of this creep model.
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CXIAPTER 7

TCE - DRY SAND PENETRATION TESTS

T.l INTRODUCTION

An important concept inherent in the model developed in the previous chapters is that

ice is a viscous material that flows under shear stress. since the rate of flow of ice is low

under the stress level usually encountered in engineering practice, the terrn 'flow' is not usually

used. However, experiments on ice showed that when a hard object was forced into ice, the

defonnation of ice around the hard obþct followed a similar pattem as water flowing around

an obstacle, except that the rate of flow is slow. Sego and Morgenstern (1983, l9g5)

performed punch indentation tests on ice and developed a flow law for the rate of punch

indentation. Rahman (1988) performed ball penetration tests, and Kenyon (|994)performed

laterally loaded bar tests on ice. The experimental works stated above dealt with the flow of

ice around large objects. However, more directly related investigations of the flow or

movement of ice through soil are needed forunderstanding the creep behaviour of frozen soil.

Tests of ice penetrating dry sand were performed by the writer for this purpose. Since detailed

research of this subject was beyond the scope of this thesis, only a preliminary study was

carried out and the results are included in this chapter. The purpose of the tests was to obtain

a qualitative understanding of the phenomenon rather than to establish a quantitative

relationship.
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7.2 Penetration Test of Ice into Drv Sand

Two penetration tests, ISl and IS2, were performed to explore the possibility and the

rate of ice flow through a sand skeleton. The tests were performed in a cold chamber using

an ordinary oedometer. Basically, a layer of sand was placed in the bottom half of the

oedometer ring, and alayer of ice was placed in the upper half. Load was applied to the ice

through the loading cap. A schematic of the test setup is shown in Fig.7.1.

The sand used for Test IS 1 was the same medium sand that was used in the triaxial

tests, which were discussed in Chapter 3, while the sand used in Test IS2 was a coarser

uniform, coarse-grain, quartz-carbonate sand with grain diameters ranging between I.2and

2.0 mm (#14 and 10 sieves). The latter sand was obtained by sieving.

The ice samples were prepared in a plexiglass mould having the same inner diameter

as that of the oedometer ring. Distilled water was gradually poured into the mould until the

water reached the preset level of about 10 mm. The plastic mould together with the water was

then put into a plexiglass container with a tightly sealed lid. A vacuum pressure of 50 kPa was

applied to the container to extract any air bubbles from the water. The suction was maintained

for twenty four hours. The mould was then moved out of the container and insulation was

placed around the mould and on its top. The bottom of the mould was not insulated. The

mould was put into a freezer which was kept at a temperature of -20"C and the water was

frozen unidirectionally from the bottom to the top. After the ice sample was formed, the

mould along with the ice sample was put inside the cold chamber set at -5"C for more than
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Fig.7.L A schematic of the test setup for ice-dry sand peneffation test.
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twenty four hours to allow the specimen to reach temperature equilibrium. The specimen was

then removed from the mould and trimmed to a height of 7.5 mm.

The first step of the test was to consolidate the dry sand as follows. As shown in

Fig.1 .l,a porous stone was inserted in the base of the oedometer, and then a layerof dry sand

was placed on the porous stone. The sand had been oven-dried and had then been placed

inside the cold chamber for more than a day before it was used in the test. After the sand was

put in the oedometer, the loading cap was put on the top of the sand and a dial gauge was

mounted to measure the displacement. A vertical load of 11.5 kN was applied and the vertical

displacement of the cap was measured. The load was maintained for about two hours to allow

time for the sand to consolidate. The load was then removed gradually and the vertical

displacement during the unloading was also recorded. This step was performed to take the

consolidation effect of the sand out of the penetration testing.

After consolidation, the cap of the oedometer was removed and the prepared

specimen of ice was put on the top of the sand. A plexiglass disk was placed on top of the ice,

and the cap of the oedometer was placed on the plexiglass as shown in Fig.7.1. The dial gauge

for ttre displacement measurement was installed on the top of the oedometer again. A load

was gradually applied until it reached the predetermined level and the vertical displacement

was recorded together with the load. Test IS I was a two-stage test with a vertical load of

6.37 kN corresponding to a vertical sftess of 2.02 MPa for the fust stage which lasted for

three days and a vertical load of 1 1 .5 kN corresponding to a vertical stress of 3.63 MPa for

the next stage which lasted for 182 days.
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Test IS2 was set up in the same m¿ìnner as Test IS1. However, it was an single-stage

test with a vertical load of 7.5 kN corresponding to a vertical stress of 2.34 Mpa. The test

lasted for 175 days, and the vertical displacements were recorded with time.

Fig.7.2 shows the displacement versus time data for both tests. The elastic

displacement due to the deformation of test equipment and sand layer are deducted from the

total penetration displacement, therefore the displacements shown nEig.T.2represent the

penetration of the ice into the sand. The following three preliminary observations can be made

from the test results:

(1) The rate of penetration was high at the start of loading for both tests. This is mainly

because the contact area between sand particles and ice was small at that time, and therefore

the contact stress was high, thus resulting in a high penetration rate.

(2) The rate of penetration decreased with time in both tests. Within the first three days, the

penetration rate of ISl which had finer sand and lower süess level was significantly smaller

than that of IS2 which had coarser sand and higher sffess level. This was expected since the

contact area between sand particles and ice for coarser sand (IS2) was smaller than that for

fner sand (IS1) at this stage, therefore the contact stress for the coarser sand was higher than

that for finer sand. After three days, the stress level for IS1 was increased to 3.63 Mpa which

was significantly higher than the stress acting on IS2.

Because of the very limited amount of data, the effect of stress versus the effect of
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grain size could not be analyzed. However, the test results support the concept that ice under

stress will move within a soil skeleton.
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CHAPTER 8

C ONCI-USIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.T CONCLUSIONS

Based on the premise that ice can sustain both normal and shear stresses, the concept

of effective stress was introduced into the behaviour of frozen soil and a corresponding

constitutive creep model was developed. The total stress was separated into a component

carried by the soil skeleton and a component carried by the pore matrix. The pore maüix

consisted of both the unfrozen water and the pore ice. No distinction was made between pore

ice pressure and pore "unfrozen" water pressure. It was tacitly assumed that the creep

behaviour of the ftozen soil was dictated by the excess pore matrix stress and the creep

characteristics of the ice. The creep behaviour of the frozen soil was separated into its

response to changes in the volumetric component of stress, which was represented by the

mean notmal stress, and its response to changes in the shear component of stress which was

represented by the deviate stress. The model was calibrated using triaxial test data and was

verified by applying it to triaxial test results that were not used in the calibration and in which

the stress paths were different from those used in the calibration. The stages of development,

calibration, and verification of the model are presented below.

1' It was assumed that an increase in hydrostatic stress caused a coüesponding excess pore

ice pressure which induced volumetric creep that continued until the excess ice pressure

was dissipated. The relationship between the rate of volumetric creep strain and excess
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pore lce pressure was represented by F;q.(a.IZ).

,""=?f .l ^ui
vc t* \ or)

I 
l* I

"¡l-u") " (4.r2)

The parameters required for the calibration of the above relationship were taken from the

results of isotropic compression tests performed on a sand in both the unfrozen and frozen

states.

3. It was assumed that an increase in the total shear stress resulted in an increase in the pore

ice shear stress which was separated into an excess ice shear stress and a sustainable shear

sfress. The excess ice shear stress was the cause of shear creep which continued until the

pore ice shear stress was reduced to the sustainable magnitude. The rate of shear creep

strain was related to the excess ice shear stress by a power law relationship Eq.(5.55).

(s.ss)

4. The parâmeters required for the calibration of the above equation were taken from

constant mean normal stress, triaxial creep tests on a frozen sand and conventional fiaxial

tests on the sand in an unfrozen state.

5' The predictive capability of the two governing equations was assessed by generating

solutions for 5 different triaxial crcep tests for which there were experiment al data, and

comparing the predicted sfains with the measured strains.

.*=*'[ 
?)"



(a)Eq.(a.12) was used to generate a creep curve for a

creep test, which had stress levels of 50, 100, 150,

duration of 4466 hours. The maximum variation

experiment al data w as 6To.
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multi-stage, isotropic compression

200, and 300 kPa and a total time

between the generated and the

(b)Eq.(5.55) together with(4.I2) was used to generate 3 creep curves for three multi-stage,

constant mean norTnal stress, tiaxial creep tests. The average variation between the

experimental and the predicted shear strains was 77.3Vo for Test MSTl, 5.2Vo for Test

MST2, atñ9.2Vo for Test MST3. Part of the variation was attributed to temperature and

density differences between the samples used in the calibration and those used in the

verification study.

(c) Eq.(5.55) and (a.12) were used to generate a creep curve for a multi-stage, constant cell

pressure' triaxial creep test which lasted 8400 hours (350 days) and in which the

cumulated shear strain was2.8Vo. The maximum variation between the measured and the

predicted shear strains was about I07o for the time period of 0 to 6000 hours. After 6000

hours, the variation increased, and the predicted shear strains were about 2¡-257ohisher

than the measured strains.

6. Although the stress components used in the development, calibration and verification of

the model were based on the triaxial stress state, the model can accommodare a more

general stress state by replacing the components with more general expressions, such as

those used by Domaschuk and Wade (1969).
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7 ' The model also provides a rational method of incorporating stress changes during the

creep process. This was accomplished by expressing sûain rates in terms of the stress

history, and the prevailing state of strain. Current models express strain and strain rate in

tenns of time, which does not provide a rational means of accommodating stress changes,

since time is not a measure of the changes in creep properties that occur with strain.

8' Separating apptied stresses into a component carried by the soil skeleton and a component

carried by the pore matrix, offers a conceptual model that explains the cause and duration

of creep of frozen soils. It has been demonstrated that such a model can be developed

from a theoretical basis, and that it has reasonable predictive capability. However, it

requires more extensive development in order for it to become a practical method of

dsaling with the creep of various types of frozen soils and for a range of soil temperatures.

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The model developed in this study is fundamentally different from the models

developed in the past. New parameters were introduced, and therefore more extensive

research is required to establish a better data base for those parameters. The study was limited

to a single soil, (a sand) at a single temperature, and therefore more experiments should be

performed on different types of soils and at different temperatures. The following specific

suggestions are made for future development of this model.

1' More single-stage, isotropic compression cïeep tests are required to establish a more
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representative relationship between the ultimate volumetric strain and hydrostatic pressure.

By comparing the difference between the ultimate volumetric strain - hydrostatic pressure

curve of a frozen soil with the isotropic compression curve of the soil in an unfrozen state.

the value of the effective ice pressure, p, which represents the hydrostatic pressure

sustained by the ice matrix at the ultimate state of volumetric creep, may be obtained.

2. More single-stage, constant mean nonnal stress triaxial creep tests are required to establish

a more representative relationship among mean noïmal stress, shear shess and the ultimate

shear shain of frozen soil.

J. Shear tests on ice are

shear stress ofice and

required to obtain a relationship between the ultimate sustainable

temperafure.

Studies should be performed on different types of soil and at different temperatures to

establish the dependency of the pararneters of the model on the soil types and temperature.

5. The effect of anisotropy of frozen soil on the creep behaviour should be studied.
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APPENDIX A

Curve-fit of Multi-stage, Constantp', Triaxial Creep Curves Using Eq.(5.7)

Temperature fluctuations and other disturbances which existed during the experiments

caused some scatter in the creep test data. The results from Tests MST4, MST5, MST7,

MST8, and MST9 were chosen to calibrate the shear creep equations. In order to smooth out

the scatter caused by experimental disturbances and obtain more representative data for the

creep rates, the multi-stage creep curves were separated into incremental shear strain versus

incremental time, and each stage was fitted by Eq.(5.7).

€ =e .+€t 5¡ SCtt t*7
(s.7)

where ¡ : tlt,, r is the real time, and /" is a reference time. Eq.(5.7) may be rewritten as

e =€ .+€s st scu (5.7a)

-l
t

tE

t! +tE

Using least square scheme, constants €,i, €,"u, {, and /s were obtained for each step of the

creep curves. TABLE 1 shows the values of these constants for the long-term triaxial creep

tests MST4 and MST5, while TABLE 2 shows the values of the constants for each step of

the short-term triaxial creep tests MST7, MST8, and MST9.
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TABLE i. Calculated values of parameters 65¡, Ç6u, {, and r" of Eq.(5.7) for long-term creep
tests MST4 and MST5.

Test Step e,, (Vo) errr, (7o) r, (Hours)

MST4
I 0.0598 0.104 r.5 5.9r2

2 0.0093 2.21 0.49 6382.5

--J 0.3166 15.99 o.832 8075.6

MST5
I o.0235 0.56 0.334 262.9

2 0.0369 r.075 0.527 i50.5

-J 0.0708 r39.9 0.4t3 1.957x10'1
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TABLE 2. Calculated values of parameters 6sj, 6"",, {, and r" of Eq.(5.7) for short-term creep
tests MS'17 and MST8. and MST9

Test Step e,, (7o) er", (Vo) r" (Hours)

MSTT

1 0.0495 0.0375 0.5271 3.T34

2 0.0086 0.6206 0.6122 4587.8

J 0.008 r 0.2452 0.561 379.0

4 0.0076 0.1087 0.9r2 18.2

5 0.011 0.1899 0.9393 19.45

6 0.0185 0.2601 1.0065 20.83

MSTS

1 0.008 0.0867 0.99 36.r

2 0.0015 0.049 0.952r 20.23

a
J 0.0131 0.1458 0.6329 22.31

4 0.0082 0.1468 0.75 35.41

0.0102 0.2637 0.6675 136.74

6 0.0113 0.2372 0.784r 64.0r

7 0.0058 0.3222 0.14 77.67

8 0.or79 0.525 0.813 85.97

9 0.073 13.61 0.813 4810.0

MST9

1 0.0175 0.0675 0.625 1.9T7

2 0.0238 0.16 0.7018 19.56

-J 0.039r 0.2657 0.8868 8.r7

4 0.0141 0.13 0.9278 24.t6

5 0.014 0.242 0.8073 55.25

6 0.0181 0.2339 0.9358 26.55

7 0.0135 0.3452 0.9839 4I,T]

8 0.02r 0.4942 0.9032 48.51

9 0.0272 0.s939 0.9892 39.48

t0 0.0312 1.15 0.8983 74.55
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APPENDTK B

Mathematical Expression of the Stress-strain Curve for a Medium to Dense Sand

The following figure shows a schematic of a stress-strain curve for a medium to dense

sand or overconsolidated clay under constant effective mean normal stress.
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The curve shows a peak shear strengh, Qp, which is greater than the large sfrain shear

strength, qr. This type of behaviour is typical for dense sand or overconsolidated clay due to

the effect of dilatency. In order to provide a mathematical expression for this type of stress-

strain relationship, Eq.(5.12) is introduced.
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q'=qìy
ei+ d2

(s.12)

(8.1)

(8.2)

Where q¡*, c, dand p are constants. ParametsÍs Q¡*, c and dare introduced to ensure that the

curve produced by (5.12) goes through the peak strength state point, (e,o, qo), the large strain

state point, (e,7, Q), and obtains its maximum value at the peak shength state, as discussed

in 5.3.3.1. Once the known conditions at points (e*, ep) and (e"., Q) are satisfied, the curve

is fairly close to the measured stress-strain curve. Parameter p is introduced to bring the

theoretical curve given by (5.12) closer to the measured curve. The values of p were found

to be between 0.3 to 0.6 for the sand tested here. Since (5.I2) is not sensitive to the p value,

a fixed value of P:0.45 was used for the sand studied.

Parameters qt*, c ard d are deterrnined as follows:

(I) Differennate (5.12) with respect ro e.

Combining the items in (8.1) and simplifying it, we have

(r,' * d' ) (2r r* cþ. r9 
- t 

) - (.,t * t. 
rÞ ) 2r,

('" *dt)'

2d2 e r+d2cp€rÞ 
-' *cÞerÞ *' - 2"r rÞ 

n'

(r r' *dt)'

A(A') *_-=llL
ae

clØ') r
î=8t

ae

(lI) Impose three known conditions stated in 5.3.3.1, which are (1) e' : eowhen e" : €"", (2)



2d2 e,r*cd2 Þ."oÞ 
- I - c(2 - þ)r,rþ 

*' 
= 0 (B.s)

By solving simultaneous equations (8.3), (8.4) and (8.5), the expressions for Q], c

and d are obtained as

Q' : Qt when ê,: €,¡t and (3) dq'/de,: 0 when 6" : 6,,.

By substituting condition (1) into (5.12), we have

Q o(e'02 
* d' ) = q ì ("0' * 

",-'oþ 
)

By substituting condition (1) into (5.12), we have

8'(e"2 +d2¡=q| ('"t *""þ)

By substituting condition (3) into (8.2), we have

where f=e,rle*.

¿z=Q-þ)(k-I).2

- * 4Lql2-þ *þÍ')-zqifÞ
8z=7 (5.16)- (2-Þ)ø"*¡p¡2 -2Íþ)qp

*T,:} (s.rz)
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(8.3)

(8.4)

þk 
-sP (5.18)
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where ¡ = ee tq]. vattaales qr, eL, €,p, and e,, may be obtained experimentally, and they are

function of effective mean normal süess.




